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Preface 

1. The Interregional Seminar on Industrial Location and Regional Development, 

sponsored by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) in 

co-operation with the Government of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic 

acting as the host, was held in Minsk from 14 - 26 August IMOH. It. wat-, the 

first large United Nations gathering exclusively devoted to problems of indus- 

trial   location and regional  development  in  developing countries. 

2. The   seminar was  opened by  Mr.   F.   L.  Kohonov,  Deputy Chairman  of  the Council 

of Ministers of the   Byelorussian SSR and Chairman of  its State Planning Committee. 

A welcoming address was  then given by Mr.   I.   I.   Levko,   Chairman  of the  Minsk 

City Council.     (These  speeches  are  presented in Annex   3.) 

3. In a welcoming address  following these   statements,   Mr.   I.   H.   Abdel-Rahman, 

the Executive Director  of UNIDO,   emphasized the   importance  of regional  aspects 

of  industrial  planning as  part   of   industrialization planning.     He  also  ob- 

served  that   the   importance  of regional  aspects of plann mg had  boon  s tressed 

in  the   recommendations   of  the   International   Symposium   on   Industrial   Dovei.opmont. 

(Athens,   2e)  November' -   1')  December  V)G'l)   and  that   the   IndustnaL   Development 

Board at   its Second Session,   hold  in  Vienna  (l'i  April   -   14  May   L'JuH),   had 

recognized  the  need   for   improving the  existing practices  of   location  of  indus- 

try  in  developing countries.     Mr.   Abdel-Rahman hoped   that   the  discussions of 

the seminar would result   m trie   formation  of an  organized  body  of  knowledge   to 

promote   improved policies  of   industrial   location and  regional  doveiopmont   in 

developing countries.     (Mr.   Abdel-Rahman's  statement   is  presented   in  Annex  4.) 

4. In a keynote  statement Mr.   E.  Weissmann,   the Director of  the Geminar 

(Senior Adviser on Regional   Development,   United Nations,   New  York)   discussed 

the rapid economic  and   industrial  development   that had  taken place   in  recent 

years.     Since   the   recognized purpose  of development   is  social   improvement,   a 

country must  allow  social  devourment  a share  of the   wealth   produced and must 

plan for an appropriate  distribution of its  available   social   benefits,     ilo  also 

observed  that  too-rapid urbanization   is one  of  the dangers  of a  rapidly  devel- 

oping economy and  that   proper planning for  regional   development  can correct   this 

situatici!.     Mr.   Weissmann  then   outlined  the  various   issuer;   to   be   discussed   by 

the participants  in  the   seminar.     (Mr.   Weissmann's opening and closing statements 

are presented in Annex lj.) 
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5. The  agenda of the  seminar,   comprising four major items  of discussion,   is 

given in Annex  1.    Each of the major items was assigned to  a panel of experts. 

(The organization of the panels  is  shown   in Annex 2). 

6. The  participaran  of the  seminar elected Dr.  1'.  Martinkevich,   Director of 

the  Institute  of Economics,   Academy of Sciences of the  Byelorussian SSR;   and 

as Rapporteur Mr.  K.   Balachandran,  Joint   Secretary to  the   Government of  India. 

Staff members  of the  United Nations served  as  Director,   Secretary and 

Administrative  Assistant.    The  UNIDO consultants,  Mr.   R.   B.   Helfgott,   Professor 

and Chairman of  the  Department   of  Industrial   Relations at   the Newark College 

of Engineering  in Newark,  New  Jersey,   and Mr.   S.  Schiavo-Campo,  Economist, 

United  Nations  Conference on Trade and Development   (UNCTAD) ,   New York,   had 

the over-all  responsibility   for drafting the   report.     Mr.   A.   Kuprianov,  mem- 

ber of the  Industrial   Programming Section,   Industrial  Policies  and Programming 

Division of UNIDO,   served as Technical   Secretary and collaborated with the 

editors  in the  preparation of  this  report. 

7. The   seminar was  attended by participants   from 21  developing countries  in 

Africa,   Asia,   Europe,   Latin America and  the  Middle East.     The  total attendance 

was <J6.     The  participants were  officials   directly concerned with  industrial 

location and regional   planning in their  countries.     The  United Nations  Regional 

Economic  Commissions,   national   and other organizations  sent   observers.     Eight 

international   experts,   invited by UNIDO,   served as discussion  leaders  and 

assisted  in the  preparation of the  report,   in collaboration with host  country 

advisers:.     Many   specialists  were also   invited by the host   country to  attend 

the seminar as observers.    A  list of participants,  observers,   experts,   repre- 

sentatives of  the United Nations and affiliated bodies  and representatives  of 

the host country assisting in  administration of the  seminar is presented in 

Annex 7. 

tí.    The meetings were   ìeld at  the Scientific  Research  Institute of Economics 

and Economic-Mathematical Methods of Planning in Minsk. 

9.    The views expressed in this report  are  those of the  participants and do 

not  necessarily reflect the views of UNIDO. 



Intrudile i i oí. 

10. It  is widely  recognized that  factors  of  industrial   h-niipt;     o   ir     ».   »¡ 

to  the   success  of  industrial   projects and   plans.     Th ¡r,   Hie   h '-ti. 

Symposium  on  Industrial   Project Evalnatnu.   (fraguo,   ! i   -   ,  •  - • '   t « -t   . -• 

recommended   that   industrial   location  be   studied   u,   »   sepai .><-  . .•  ,     t,        i   • <..• 

Industrial   Development   Koard  stressed  the   need   for  imj rw-i nr e* ,. - ;        • ' ••     i   *' 

of induntrial   location  ir,  developing countries.     The   imp   r< an  <•      *   r»v. 

development  and planning was  also  recognized  i .v   the   Internali   •.,.     .•;.' i      * «      » 

Industrial   Development   (Athens,   '¿r)  November-   1:'   Deeetuer   1 "    "> .- 

11. UNIDO,   as well  as  its predecessor,   the 'lontre   î   r   IMì.C'ìì.,   !*»•• H   ¡^,^«, 

has devoted considerable  attention   to  induciría!   location   and   regi   r ,,   ,    ,f!»i-. 

The  seminar held in Minsk  represented an  essential   stare   m   !h>-   *• rè      t     * " i« 

and in  its  ability  to  render practical   operational   assu-t an--o   •,<.   't-,u     .re.. 

12. The agenda (Annex   l)  was   divided into  the   following  <"• •ur gr> u(•:•     í   i'«•«.; 

each of which is  discussed in  a separate   chapter of   this,   report: 

(a) The  general  problem  of industrial   location  and  re-gi"'-'! 
development; 

(b) Factors  in  the   location of  industry; 

(c) Industrial   location  planning and  regional   planning; 

(d) Instruments of  industrial   location and regional 
development  policy. 

13. The  seminar had before  it analytical  studies prepared  by  UN ! !*   e,,i.nui tant ¡,; 

these  studies covered the main subjects  in the  agenda and  served   u   the  unit. 

for discussion.     In addition,   several country   studies illustrated  the  i-i|*i t er,. ••• 

of developing countries.     Extensive  background  documentation was    ¡ r* i >reü   i 

experts  from  the  host  country  and the union of  Soviet  !ì-cialir-t   H«-| ut I j   n.     ¡'he 

seminar considered the   discussion and background documentation    .¡   a   useful    «nd 

important  source  of knowledge  and  information.     The   list  <>f   d.-.-uinont s   prepared 

in connexion with  the   seminai- is given  in  Annex {). 

14. The participants had useful  discussions with authorities, of   tue  host   noun- 

try and participated in an extensive programme  of field visits. 

1/ ID/Ser.H/l   (United  Nations  publication,  Sales No.   E.6!.II.H.?i) 

2/ ID/11   (United Nations publication,  Sales  To.  E.69.H.H. l) 
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!   u.temvi-'na;   mi,-ran •>:,,   o>Ujd  nolp  ir,   resolving the  conflict   between 

••«.   'iov«'¡   j me ft   -:ir.   thr   -it.vvo  sense)   ,ind .national   economic  growth,   provided 

•  n    h «fi,'*«,    il-«-    orreotly  assessed and taken   into arco un t   at  the   planning 

!-••   .»»na-.ar,   «" (iaaif   the eru.úal   importance  of location  lor  the   success 

*   i'*1"     '   ?r    '"•'••*   recommends  that   international   financial   institutions  pay 

• •    n-i.ii.r   i'tr.ti   r.  <. .,   the   Ì .->••• at i. ,nal   implications   of planned projects  and to 

•?.<-ir   impact     n  .--.rmunding   regions. 

he  delirati   r. of "regi   r."  depends on the nature of the problem,   on  the 
r;dltl''":   related   t.-.  it   and  on  the objectives of  the  individual country.     No 

ornale  definiti ^n  ->f region,   therefore,  will  serve   for all  developing countries 

r   1 ••••!•  all   purposes.    However,   the seminar considers  that a region is a  dynamic 

'••ntity,   the  characteristics  and  boundaries of which  are  subject  to change 

through   time,   and   that  any   division of a country  into   regions  should,   first 

and   fnrem^t,   Berve  the  needr,   and the purposes of planning and development. 

1.     The  reminar recommended  that efforts be made  to  standardize terminology 

it.  the   field -r industrial   location and regional  development.     As a step  towards 

ou.-h  ntandardi ration (for working purposes),   the  seminar recommends the  classi- 

fication outlined   in the  section of Chapter II,   entitled "The  definition  of a 

region". 

-...     ?he  seminar recognized  that,   for some developing countries,  particularly 

smaller ones,   an economic  "region" may often mean an area that  overlaps national 

boundaries.     It  recommended that  in such cases the  possibilities for multi- 

national  co-operation be  explored. 

Factors   in  the  location of industry 

i-.     Inf rant ruotural   facilities  are extremely important as a location  factor 

for industry  and as a prerequisite for regional development.     Indeed,  the 

general   lack of such  facilities  in developing countries impedes national   as 

well   as  regional  development.     Particular attention  should be  given to  those 

mfrastructural  expenditures   that are necessary for the exploration of the 

natural   resources  potential   of *  region.     In general,   the amount  of investment 

in  infrasiruotural   facilities   in a region  should conform  to the  projected  long- 

term  demand  for  their services. 

.'4. Large-scale employment opportunities are present in only a few urban centres. 

Although many workers migrate towards such centres, in many countries it is diffi- 

cult   to  induce people,  particularly skilled personnel,   to move  away from  them. 
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25. The  significance   of  the  regional  availability  of skilled  ¿at. >.r  as a 

location  factor for industry variée at   dallèrent   rtages   of devei   p^er.t,  and 

it  is   likely to  increase  a?  the complexity  • f   * he *> •  r..-rr.;,     »   t deve,: jn.r 

country  increases  and  as   the  skill    f  the   'ni   • <r  t •r-*-   i-r,».r,n- 

26. The  presence  rf external  eoonomier   leadr   t..   md.í'ria,   u.d    ,rt a-    agglo- 

meration.    To exploit   these economies,   part i cui ariv   * ;¡. re   •tending  t ivj,  inter- 

industry  relations,   regional   develupmer.t   sn-uid   be   tared,   wherever   . .-mue 

on concentrating industrial plants, within ¡err deve; y-d re,.-i• •,..-., u. centres 

that offer possibilities of becoming growth poir.tr i i t r.c development -..f the 

entire  region. 

2?.     Little information  is  available on  the  size of a -ity  ir;, a,d whi-h the 

economic  disadvantages   of urban concentration   outweigh   its advantages.     It 

would be helpful   if UN I DC were  to  undertake   a   study  or  provide  ansie tance   to 

outside  researchers  to   analyse the  implications  of city   size for  industrial 

productivity and costs. 

28.     Although various   types of industry may   be  appropriate  fV.r  iooation  it: 

different  less developed regions,   and although   in the   Long run. a  diversified 

industrial   structure  is   necessary   for sustained  regional   growth,   the   fallowing 

types  of industry  appear to  be more easily  accommodated   in suo h   regi -ns: 

(a)   small-scale,   labour-intensive   industries   that  are   .nented  t..wards   l.-cii 

markets;     (b) agricultural  processing industries  based on   loca,   production and 

(c)   industries based on  the  processing of locally  available mineral   or power 

resources  (these  often may be  large-scale  industries). 

Industrial   location planning and  regional   fanning 

25.     Ideational  aspects   form  an essential   [art   .-.f the evaluation  of   industrial 

projects.     Alternative   locations must   therefore   be analysed on the   basis of 

the criterion of national  profitability  and  not   that of commercial   profitability, 

The  economic value  of  the  costs and benefits   of  the project  for the   economy  as 

a whole,   rather than the  financial  and economic   feasibility of the  project 

evaluated in isolation,   should be  the basis   for decision.     However,   appro- 

priate measures should '_ •   taken to  subsidize  projects t:.->t are nationally 

profitable  but unprofitable in terms of their  internal  cash  flow. 

30.    Effective regional   planning bodies,  systematic co-ordination  between 

sectoral  and regional  planning organizations  and direct involvement   in  the 

planning process on the  part of people who have  operational responsibilities, 



-ir« essential   elements   ir   the  suelees ni  re/-ri '.»nal   plane.      In general,   over- 

centralized  planning,   whether ir national   or   regional   objectives,   is   less 

efff;.-*ive   than  plarmu.,'   that   delegate;:   responsi l i11 t.y  for many  decisions  to 

reri ir.al   and     cerati T.al   agencio*-;. 

'1.     I>eveb>ping "nun* ríes-   {   S;ì -fa; v.   limited ability   to  use   advanced mathematical 

techniques  ni planning  and  j rog ramming.     The   i.re    -1'  such   techniques   i G   limited 

particularly where  regional   planning is   -oncerned,   owing  to   the  greater scar- 

cit.v  of data  at   the   regional   level.    The  appropriate  too ir, <>r planning vary 

with  the   level   of development,   and only  techniques  appropriate   to   the  condi- 

tions  of" developing countries  '-at.   te  used effectively.      Ir* most   developing 

countries,   the most  advanced  techniques  applicable  are  relatively  uncomplicated, 

Instruments  of industrial   location and regional   development,  policy 

\'¿.     Although a  basic   objective  of regional   policy  is to   promote  the   develop- 

ment  of the  less  developed regions,   it   is  inadvisable  to   spread  the   limited 

resources   for investment   too   thinly over  the   country.    The  ability  of a coun- 

try   to  undertake  a policy  of regional  decentralization depends   largely  on  its 

level   of economic  and  industrial   development;   a policy of  selective   dispersal 

and the  creation of growth  points  should be   given  priority over broad  decen- 

tralization.     However,   given  the multiplicity   of government  objectives,   polit- 

ical   and social  considerations must  also  be   * aken into account   in  formulating 

policies. 

},\.    The  provision of  adequate  infrastructural   facilities   is an  important  way 

to  attract   industries   into   the  "new-opportunity"  regiors  of a developing coun- 

try.     It   is  also  necessary  to  provide incentives,   such as  housing,   sanitation, 

wage and salary premiums  and other .amenities   to  induce migration,  particularly 

of  skilled labour,   to   these  regions.     Direct   government   investment   in   indus- 

trial   activities  in  these   regions  also plays   an important   role  in their devel- 

opment.     Incentives can  be  provided to  stimulate  private  investment   in new- 

opportunity  regions,   but   they may  be  insufficient  at  first  to offset   the cost 

reductions provided by   the  external  economies   in the existing developed regions. 

.'oint   public-private ventures,  however,  may  be more  successful. 

34. The government of a developing country can use many policy instruments to 

influence the distribution of economic activities among and within its various 

regions.    Positive  incentives are more effective than prohibitive measures  in 
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attracting industry to  less  developed  regions.    The provision of fiscal   incen- 

tives  such  as  tax  reductions,  credit  and  financial  aid, and the  building of 

industrial   estates  can play  a useful   role. 

35. It  is  essential   that   there te  co-ordination  between the  programmer  of  the 

national  and  regional   entities.    Exchange  of information  in  vital,  and   it   in 

necessary   to  provide a mechanism  through which viewpoints  can   be  conveyed   from 

one  level  of authority   to another.     Giving regional   authorities   a VOL e   in 

national planning enables them to  understand the   roles of  their   regioni;  and 

helps   to ensure  conformity with the  programme.     Regional   bndgeU.  can  be  very 

useful  co-ordination devices   if they  are   not  permitted  to  hamper  flexibility. 

36. Co-ordination of  the  regional   programmes of  the  put lio  and   private  rec- 

tors  is essential.     The development  authorities  established  to   promote   regional 

growth can  be  the   instruments  through which to  achieve such  co-ordination. 

Other tools  of co-ordination are the  licensing and incentive  programmes 

established  by  governments. 

Recommendations   for action  by  UNIDO 

37. In  the  course     f the discussion  the  following recommendations were made 

for action  by  othor  agencies  within  the   framework of the United Nations: 

(a/   There was  •lgryemer.t   that   the   recommendations  for action by  UNIDO 
m   industrial   location and  regional   planning made  by   the Ad Hoc 
Advisory  Export   Group Meeting on Regional   Industrial   Planning 
(Geneva,   May   1967)^   are  important measures to  assist   developing 
countries   in  such  work.     Special  emphasis was giver,   to  the  need 
for pro:ao! ir:g wider knowledge  and use  of efficient   techniques and 
for adapting  them   to  the   technical   and informational   conditions 
prevailing in developing countries  so  as   to  render  these  techniques 
practicable  and directly  usable. 

(b) With  the modifications rioted  in item   (c),   the participants were  in 
agreement  with the   list  of  topics of prior importance   proposed  by 
the expert  group meeting  for  future  UNIDO  research  ir.  addition  to 
research  necessary   for direct   support  of specific  operational 
activities. 

(c) It was  suggested that topics  such as  the  reconciliation of sectoral 
and regional  approaches to  planning and the role of natural   resources 

4/ ID/WG.9/16, Final Report  of the Ad Hoc Advisory Expert Group Meeting on 
Regional  Industrial Planning (Geneva,  May 1967),  paragraphs 20 - 24. 
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in industrial   location*^   should  be given high priority.     The  latter 
is an  especially  important   subject   for research and  one  which   is 
most   relevant   for developing countries. 

(d) It wo ...Id also te helpful if 'Z1DC 
vide assistance to the developing 
lions    >f    'it v   .a;;e   fa'  industrial 

zero   to   undertake   a   stud;/  or  pro- 
• our,tries   to  analyse   the  implica- 
r^daotivitv   arid  costs. 

(e) was. r r -ed   »hat   'a'TDC 
ties  of  creating growth  pole:. 

initiate   a   study  of   the   possibili- 
iUn.de   the   developed  regions,   in 

indus fry , 
less dove 
speri fie  i 

five   dispersal' confo ni¡ i t. y  with   the   genera L   'Ti'eri ->n  of  "se! 
and   -,f   the  'Inn'' terist ics  ^f  a   polio;.-   to   create  suoli   growth  poles. 
This   study  should  survey  the  present  geographical   distribution  of 

examine   the   ; -»ssihi 1 i 1 ies  ^<i'  creating new   industries   in 
pod   regia».s  and   illustrate   its   findings   by  means  of 
an try  examples. 

(f)   Some   participants   thought   that   an  operations  guide  on   regional   indus- 
trial   ular.un.g  suo.id  io   prepared  by  "l.'IDC   at   the  earliest  possible 
date.—'      1'here  was general   agreement   that   the  primary  stress of  the 
guide   should  be  on   the  explanation  of different  techniques and   their 
presenta* i   r.   i»,   simplified   form   that  could  be  of  immediate  usefulness 
to  persons  concert.ed  with   industrial   location  and  regional   develop- 
ment,.      It,   appeared  that   the   preparation  of   a   preliminary  outline 

idt- 
i 
..4, •wards prep. is   a   feasible   firs 

arati   :.      f   a   de'ai led    oMTiue   and   [lar.   of  work. 

(g)  Concerning  the   recommandâti • .».   of  the expert meeting  to  explore   the 
possibilities   of creating ruui tinational   centres   for  research  and 
traini.».g  ir,   regional   development   and planning,   there  was  agreement 
that   such  centres  could  be  of  great   importance.     It  was   stressed 
that   they   ohouid  ne  estât Lished  and should work  -'loseiv  with other 

uggestions.  were internati-ma!    organi sat i a.s   ir:   this   field.     Three 
made.     The   first   emphasised  that   these  centres  should  concentrate 
their  work    »n   regional   development   arid  also   examine   various  other 
aspecto'   of   ».his   problem  rather  than  only   the  economi^-   ones.     The 
second  proposal   was   that  periodic   seminars  or workshops  on  the 

ug t   sin» be  held  pending   the  es* ai 1 ishuiien!,   ...f   research  ar.d 
training centres,   sirice  if  was   likel;,   fha+   there  would  be  some 
delay   in   the erection oí" such  centres.     Thirdly,   it   was  noted that 
developing cur,tries    -aid   fake   advantage  '1'   the  computer arid  train- 
ing  facilities   that  exist   in many  developed countries   (for example 
the  centre   m   bratislava,   Czechoslovakia). 

(h)  There  was  also  general  agreement   with   the  suggestion   that,  when 
offering   *chui ••a!   ••ssis'anoe   ir,   the   fields   of  industrial   location 
arid regier • S   development,   efforts  be made   to   select   experts  from 
developing   countries.     This  point  applies,   of course,   to  economic 
development   assistance  in  general.     In  this  context   the  seminar 
took   note,   wi'h  approval,   of a   proposal   by   the participant  from 
Fakist.ar,   , nee  Annex   tj. 

'jj ID/WU.at/in, }*inal Hep.»rt- 
Hegi aiai Ir,dust rial IT an 
Tart   P. 

of  the Ad Hoc  Advisory Expert Group Meeting on 
• itig  (Geneva,  May   1%?),   paragraphs   22  and Annex  2, 

ID/WC.'»/lo,   Final   Heport  of  the Ad Hoc  Advisory Expert  Group Meeting on 
Regional   Ir,dust rial   Harming  (Geneva,   May   Vjbl),   paragraphs   22  and 04  -  ÒÓ. 
Annex   } ..f  this  document  contains a  description oí"  the scope   of  the proposed 
operations  guide  and a  tentative annotated outline. 



(i) A number of par! leipnt. ts ex; ressed t rio wish ih:,: i ¡. : ojr.a ; ; .,. ,, 
methods of industria; planning be oo;¡0oted :i;(j ov.^:.,,,/,. s-! 
nationally thr.a.gh bíMIX-, which stumd, in the procesa, 
standardise   euch   informât ion  and   i Le  correspondí ug   t 

(j)   Finally,    there  war  cenerai   agreement   t.hrit   the   d • .• .me 
for   'he   seminar was   a   . a m¡ reher.sive   and   ver;    ase f.. 

i 

¡t   t 

i e¡ a red 
•    •'     -na i :.t   ,,•_ 

m.ition.     ! .art impania;   te.-,,;   noie,   wittì   na t u: fa, • • i , a.,      i   ; M,    ¡..a^... 
of   the  discacciar   d. — .stet, ts   a¡.d   expressed   t ho : r   a;;r.-,-ia']    •'     •    '¡¡e 
care   and   t haranghness   with  which   the   background   d. òomeu t -, t ¡..,    ¡oui 
been   prepared   by   coiei. t is ta:   of   the   iia-'    - as ' r,\     ad   • d'   ' L.       Id';;. 
They   recommended   that    these   at ¡.dica'   lo  -aid.'   a-.-ai'.at'.e   ¡<    ;   ,¡ ; ¡ .a ,,j 
form,   to   the  greater t    possible  extent   and  at    'tie   oara ¡ ea t    ¡ ,.ív ¡ \ \ «> 
time.     It   was  suggested   (drat    tw-   separate  v,  I ,.;;av   : e   ¡ r. d . a d,    ! he 
first   i i.."-:-'rpo rat i nr   tht..   discussi.a.   tañera   and   soV-'.d    '••s'r. 
studies,   and  the  other   the   studios   propared   by   hurt,  countrv 
scientists. 

Concludine remarks  of  the Chairman-^ 

38. In  closing   the   seminar,   the   Chairman  observed   that   the  characteristics  of 

the   problema  discussed were  more   those   oï a  symposium   tìiaa   ,,r  a  seminar.     The 

fact   that   the  participant::,   especially   the  represent a fives   troni   trie   developing 

countries,   had  participated  as  actively   as   the  experts   fhemsel ves,   made   the 

seminar more  significant  and  important,   leoaus'  the  problems  oV   Indus, tri al 

location  and regional   development   in developing countries,   could be  discussed 

in greater depth. 

39. The   Chairman also  expressed  his  satisfaction with   the  discussions   that  had 

taken place  arid cited   in particular the  descriptions   by   some   participants  of 

experiences  with   industrial   location  and  regional   planning   in   their  own  coun- 

tries.     Methodological   questions   as  well   as   practical   aspects  ,,f   industrial 

location   had  been  discussed,   and   it.  was  hoped   that   these   . :,a..ai dera t i, a s  woiLd 

further  the   solution  of industrial    location   problems,   in  ever;,   country.     The 

complexity   of these  problems was   increased by   politisai,   economic  und  social 

factors and by  natural   conditions   and  resources.     Such  problemi; were  more 

easily solved within   the fr.nmework  of the  state sector.     National   investments 

were  important  to  the  development  of new regions and .,..  the  solution of large- 

scale regional  problems. 

7/ The actual text of the Chairman's address is presented in Annex 7. 
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40. The Chai iman emphasized the importance of experience with the multi- 

disciplinary   approach to   the  solution of industrial  location problems.     With 

this method all   sectors   and aspects   of industry   could be more closely  united 

and national   and  regional   interests   combined more effectively.     As discussed, 

spatial   mode If. were most   effectively  applied  to   planned economies. 

41. The Chairman expressed the hope   that   the   interesting  reports obtained 

through  the   seminar would help participants  to   continue   their study of indus- 

trial   location.     He also   expressed  appreciation  for  the  documentation  submitted 

by UN IIX) and   the  host  country,   and  su jested  that  the material   of the   seminar 

be  published. 

A2.     In concluding,   the   Chairman commented with  appreciation on  the mutual 

understanding that  existed among the   participants and experts and between the 

participants   and the officers  of  the   seminar.     He also  expressed his   appreci- 

ation of   Lhe   great  contribution made   by UNIDO   to  the organization and work of 

the seminar and expressed the  hope   that   individual aspects   of the  industrial 

location problem would be  included  in its prospective work  programme. 
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Chapter II 

THE GENERAL PROBLEMS OF  INDUSTRIAL 
LOCATION AND REGIONAL  DEVELOPMENT 

43. The  two UNIDO experts  who  acted ae  discussion   leaders and rapporteurs-,  on 

this  agenda item  introduced  the   subject  and outlined  the   issues of primary 

concern and the   focus of discussion.     They  emphasi ;*,ed  that a  decision on where 

to  locate  an industrial   project   could   be as  crucial   to   its   impact  on   the   devel- 

opment  of  the  country and  its  regions  as  the very   decision  to   undertake   the 

project   itself.     Production  could not   take  place   in a vacuum;   it was as   inap- 

propriate  to decide what  to  produce without  knowing where  to   produce   it   as  to 

decide  on a location before  knowing what was to  tie   produced   there. 

44. One  of the major problems  is  that   traditional   location   theories were 

evolved in and  for industrialized economies  and are  therefore   not  fully  appli- 

cable   to  developing countries.      It would appear,   however,   that   the   traditional 

criteria could provide some   broadly acceptable guide-lines  l'or location  and 

regional   planning in developing countries.     One purpose  of the  discussion  on 

this  and   the other items,   therefore,   was  to attempt an examination and,   if 

possible,   some  adaptation,   of such criteria and methods   to  the characteristics 

of developing economies. 

45«     It was emphasized that,   in the field of location and regional   development, 

it  is  necessary  to exercise  great caution when making broad generalizations; 

any conclusion must   be viewed in  the   light  of the   structural   characteristics 

of the  economy  of the  individual   country,   its stage of  development  and  its 

institutional  and political   conditions. 

46.     The   throe   principal  issues,   which  appeared   ¡o  constitute  a  suitable   focuB 

of discussion by   the  group,   were  outlined as  follows: 

(a) The meaning given  to   the  terni  "region":     The  specification of  the 
various objectives of regional   development  and of  their implications, 
and  the  specification  of the  appropriate  time  dimension   for each 
objective; 

(b) The  role  of industrial   location  in pursuing regional  development 
objectives:     How   far  indus trial   location  policies   can  be   used   to 
further  regional   development   objectives,   in   relation  t"   the  exis- 
tence of other al ternatives   (agricultural   policies,  manpower poli- 
cies,   public infrastructure   investment   policies  oto.); 

(c) The  relationship  between the  geographical   distribution  of industry 
and the  economic   growth of  the  nation  as a whole:     At what  stage, 
if any,   does it   become possible   to follow industrial  decentralization 
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policies without   impairing national  economic growth and interrelation 
that exists between optimal economic location and the  achievement 
of other national   objectives   such as,  for example,  greater political 
integration of the  various regions of a country? 

47.    The expert  from the host   country who worked with the  UNIDO  experts on  this 

item of the  agenda gave  a comprehensive  account of  the problems  and solutions 

in the   location of industry  and regional   development  of his country.     He  also 

reviewed the  relevant  background reports  prepared by  several other experts 

from  the host country. 

General   statements 

4b1.    Participants   from  Brazil,   Burma, Chile,  Congo   (Brazzaville),  Congo 

(Democratic   Republic),   Ghana,   India, Iraq,  Nigeria,   Pakistan,  Peru,  the Sudan, 

Syria,   Turkey and  the United Arab Republic,  as well  as several  observers, 

related the  experience  of regional  development problems and programmes in their 

countries. 

49-    A  common theme  running through the  general  statements was  that  economic 

activity in  developing countries  tends  to  be  concentrated in one  or a few urban 

centres.    These centres  offer infrastructure,   larger markets,  higher levels  of 

education  (and thus  the  availability of  skilled technical   and professional 

personnel)   and ease  of contact with governmental   bodies  as well   as with man- 

agers   of other enterprises.     This   situation creates   regional disparities which 

governments   seek  to  diminish   by dispersing industry   to other regions,   either 

through  the   building up of the  public sector or through  regulation of the  pri- 

vate  sector.     Several   observers stressed  that,   from   the  point of view of solving 

the problem   of rational   distribution of  productive   forces  within  a country,   the 

optimum efficiency  was  achieved within   the  framework   of   the public  sector. 

50. Most   speakers  also  pointed out  that   the  programmes  of their countries   for 

industrial   dispersal  could not  be  said to  have  been  successful.     Efforts were 

still   continuing,   however:     approaches  to  industrial   location and regional 

development,  policy  were being re-evaluated,  objectives were being redefined 

and clarii'ied and more  adequate institutional mechanisms  were being created in 

most  countries. 

51. It was  noted  that   ¿ number of developing countries had a common colonial 

experience   that influenced their regional  development along similar lines.     For 

example,  at  independence, the   industries  of India were concentrated in a few 

major centres such as  Bombay   and Calcutta.    Since then,   government policy had 
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eought to  disperse  new  induetr-y by  giving a greater  role   to  the  public  rtn-tor 

and through  the licensing of   private establishments.     Dir.perf.nl   polín»-;-, 

however,  have encountered a number of inherent  problems,     i'tu-   .if  those   is   that 

industrial   dispersal  was often   costly,   partly   because  regions   with  c iri.v   starts 

are lower-cost locations.    Another  is   that   cotit.roi 1 i ug  the   ¡.-.-   Hit,     f  iriv.tr> 

enterprises   through   licensing   did   not  ensure   that   they would   ioc-Me   a.   regi,.us 

that governments would wish  to   develop,   but   only  that   they  womd t¡< • t    t <•   ah« 

to  locate   in the major centrée. 

52. It was  also pointed out    that,   since  regions have di fíen ; í   .-har.i« ' « ri st icv., 

the goal  of  regional   development   policy   xmld  not   be  to  develop rill    regions 

equally but   to develop  all  regions   to their maximum   potential.     'Iwo  man    points-. 

emerged in discussion of the   experience  ol   Pakistan. 

(a) Given the geographical   nature of   the country,   its  ••otn-i : • it i.-r¡ 
explicitly  included as   an objective of   the state   the  "parity   .»toro- 
tiva",   namely  that   of  narrowing  the economic  gap  between  Kart    md 
West Pakistan. 

(b) Within East   Pakistan   (the less developed  region),   1 ndust n <•;•  .-..-ild 
be located primarily  on   the   basis   of plant efficiency,  ¡uno..«   t he 
region  was  internally  more  homogeneous,   while  within Wert   f ikirbtn, 
owing to the  existence   of different cultural   groups   and   n tornii 
economic characteristics,  less  freedom  existed  for e<-"nomi<-   1 '.o,- 
tion of individual   plants. 

53. In regional  development,    it   was stated,   there   should  ho,   firet   -iUd  t>>re- 

most,  "a   balance  between economic   profitability and  social   profitability". 

The main concern of development   should not  be   the   rate of econ-•NO..-  growth   but 

the social  and economic  "price"  at which a given rate of  growth could   be 

achieved.      If the  only  concern  were maximization of   the  national  growth   rate, 

investment  should  be continued  primarily in   developed areas.     o\ early,   how- ver, 

the scope  of national   development   is wider   than the   rate   of economic   growth. 

54. The  experience of the United  Arab  Republic  indicated  that   efforts   t<> 

counteract  the streng tendency   towards   industrial   concentration "should  no' 

be sharp,   but smooth and gradual".    Also,  it  was pointed  out   that,  although 

all  developing countries faced  the  same  general   problems  associated  with   indufs- 

trial  concentration,   the sol ut    ,-ns could not   be  the  same   but   "should   be   baoed 

on local   conditions and availabilities  as well   an  ori national   aspirations", 

55«     It was  also   noted  during  the   discussion   thai,   as shown  t y   the  experience 

of many countries,   the   existence   of agglomeratimi  economies  arid savings   in 

transport   costs had made individual  projects   less  costly   in   the 'it 1er.     one 

participant  viewed the  lack   of transportation in the hinterland au  the main 



1 r" ' ',,rfl   ' ' "' (i   "•   »v''i"'"'«i   d-vei ^net.t   ,,r  hi:.:   country.     A  possible   solution 
!  '«v*-1"'^   :.".    i-   'b«>r parti 'jf.ai.t,   is   the  exploitation of  the  rivers,   both  for 

* r-'.r.i l-r'oti -r.  .,/.<!   ,s   smiles    ,f power.      It   was   ileo  noted   '.hat,   too  often, 

u'f,,n"tli,r';i:    én.Hí,:i;il   instituions   that   provided support,   for industrial  pro- 

•••*> ti-  did  t,•••      .noem  themselves  sufficiently with project   location  or its 

impact  or,   .he   r .rroundir.-g region.     The experience  of the   Industrial   Rank  set 

up by  the  Sudan  t-  stimulate  industrial   development  suggests  that   the provision 

of infr-K-1 roturo wis  the mo-t   important  means  to  attract   industry-  to  an  area. 

Finally,   a   participant   dencriiod  4he   rogioirtl   policy  of  his   county  as   being 

based   large¡y  •>!.   the  exploitation of  the  potential   of "new   opportunity"   regio..s, 

which are  decori! ed  later in   this  section.     natural   resources  revealed by 

exploration  could constitute  the  basis  for implanting lo-al   industries. 

!;'..     A number of byeloruscian  observers  described achievements  m  the  rational 

distribution of productive   forces,   regional   planning and  rc.-~i anal  development 

in the  centrally planned economies.     It was  pointed out   that,   after the  estab- 

lishment  of  the   Byelorussian SSR in  I919,   the  reconstruction  a.nd develoi-ment 

of the country began  on a  socialist  economic  basis.     By  1940,   new   branches of 

industry had  been created and industrial   production had  increased considerably. 

This progress,   however,   was  interrupted by  the  Second World War.     During that 

war,   a  quarter of the  population of the Republic  perished,   and most   of the 

urban cent-es  were practically  destroyed,   so   that,   at   the   time of the  libera- 

tion,   indi -trial   production was  only  10 per cent  of  the  pre-war level.     This 

enormous  disruption,   of course,   immensely complicated the  problems  of regional 

development   and location of industry.     Recovery was very  fast,  however:     by 

I950,  the  level   of industrial  production was   I5  per cent  higher th?n the  pre- 

war level,   and  in   I967  it  was  nim    times higher,   the average  annual   rate  of 

industrial  growth  in the period  I95I-I967 having been about  13 per cent.     The 

most  important  result of this  development was that  the  living conditions of 

the people had improved rapxdjy.    Human exploitation had been eliminated,  work 

guaranteed,  medical  services and education were  free and a comprehensive  system 

of social   insurance had been provided.    The  Byelorussian experience of steady 

development   from economic  backwardness  to  the  state of high industrial develop- 

ment could,   in the opinion of  the speakers,  be used by many developing countries 

confronted with  similar problems. 



57. Three principal  pointe were made   ty  tue   :i server,    from   tho  'SSh: 

(a) The  correct  approach   to  location oí   indurir;,-  and   remuai 
development  required   4he   f  rmuia : ia     f  a    • r , rehoauioo 
and consistent  mathematical  m.-de i   'f   * ho  di ;-* ri : ;.t io-,  of 
all   productive   forces   in   the  u^.ntr;, ; 

(b) Farijc-u^r  attenti a.   on, u.d   ie   ; u.d,   i:    i^r¡ ••:.:,     develop- 
ment,   t-      t.'e^'ive   i'.i'ru-'r, '''.io:   r<. r..i r-.•::••:.'.• • 

(e)   Many  j r-¡ : er.r   •-f  i-d..:-'ry   in'io.  eo,;j  rot   ic   solved 
except  through   i-.tg-teni  action. 

The  definition of "region" 

58. There was    -or:.;; e te  agreemer t   that   it  wac  impossible   to  elaborato a  general 

definition  of  the  tern;  "region"   that  would  be valid  for all   purpose:: aud at   ail 

times.     There  was  air. agreemen t,   however,   that   ria; r.ore must   of i.eoessi i -,   work 

with  a well-identified geographic  unit   that   io  a: ; ronriut e   t<    tno  ana:; no   ':<-i:., 

un de rtakei. and uoasistert  with   the  -b.-'ect i ver  and so ti • d<'. --~.     f ni an:, L :..--. 

59«     The   seminar accepted,   ir.   ttur  respect,   the   f -1 ] ^wir ,- s1. 1* oroo 1   '-a t a it.orj 

in the îuJIDC  dooameu*   Industria1   location Flanmnr: 

"The  subdivision of the  problem   in practice wi]I   depend,   of course, 
on how  a   'rugion'   is  defined....   'i-egioi.s'   will   te  considered as 
those which,   for planning purposes,   are  treated   t ;,   thei r '¡overr-mor.t 
as  such   ...   the  definivi >n  of   'region'   depend:;  on  the  nature  of   the 
pro ble::,   at   (.and,   marry  euo-h  definiti-us   :ei:.f'  :    ruu: .t   and vu;iu   at 
different   ti-.es  a..d   f:r  different   purr "-so:•."_/ 

60. Ther- was  general  agreement   with  the  view   that  a  region  uhouid   to   Con- 

sidered as  a  dynamic  entity,   the  characteristics  and  boundaries of whin-h  aro 

subject   to  change  through  time.     This   is  especially  important   ir:  a developing 

country.     Thus,   any concrete  classification cf regions  should   take   into   arco ant 

the  dynamic  nature  of the  pr   ;ess of development.     Also,   any  concrete  regional 

breakdown must   be kept   flexi! lG  enough to  peir.it  adaptability and  usefulness 

in the   light  of  ~hcnging circumstances. 

61. It  was  also generally  a -reed that  a major difficulty confronting planne-s 

and administrators concerned with  regional   development  and industrial   location 

was  the  lack of a standardized terminology  for working purposes.     A classifi- 

cation of regions in broad types could lessen the  difficulties of communication 

8/ ID/Conf.l/l2/1967,  Industrial  Location Planning,   footnote s/,  pa/«; % 



in this  field;   a possible criterion would consist  of the uniformity of general 

economic  problems  facing regions of different  types.     Various  classifications 

were,   of course,   possible.     The classification adopted was thought  to be of 

.'••-Tie  practical   valie,   regions  being classified ir.  the   following broad 

categories: 

(a) Developed  region:     A  geographic  area within  a  country which is  char- 
acterized by  faster growth and by a higher average   level   of socio- 
economic  development   than  the   remai:.der  of  the  country.      It wa¡¡ 
also   u o<rmul I y  characterised   ry higher-  "-;:;,-er.* rati or.   of industry, 
higher degree  of  urbanisât ion,   and greater over-ail   locatior.al 
advantages   -triar,   the   rex-ander     f  the  country. 

(b) Less  developed regi u,:     A   geographic  area  wi + hir   a  country whi-h 
has   beer, characterized  sy  slower growth   and by  a  lower  level  of 
socio-economic  development   th^n the  remainder   )f * ne  country.     Such 
a  region  is   also   noma-; y    characterised   1,,   a   re1, at ively   peor endow- 
raent,   of many   factors  of  production,   although   it  may  have  a  potential 
for  tutore  development.     This  classification   ir..'l,.,ded  both  less 
developed  regions   + hat   offer  oie potential   f• >r  'ut;,re  development 
and areas  such  as   deserts   -,r  frozen wastelands   that   appear  to  lack 
any  V.ind of  basis   frr  economic  activity. 

(c) ""ew '• pportc.i ;.,"   region:     A  geographic   area  within  a  country   (not 
necessarily  a  1 order region),   characterised  ly  sparse  perflation 
and  by  ar.  or.ex: :   i4ed  í.atura 1   resource  potential.     The  economic 
expi   i*a*i   r.     :' soon  p >tential  could lead   ¡ooth   to   the  development 
of the  area   a:.d  +.•••   fas+er national  growth. 

'd)   Depressed   regí   o:     A   ge-.graphic  area within  a  country  which has  had 
economi^  growth   ir.   the   past   but  which,   due   +o   internal    ,r external 
struor.ra;    Gauges,   is   experiencing ecor.oi:. : o   stagnati   u   v or decline). 
This   ',;,:o    >f  regier,  was  Tore   "emrgr;  ir.   ind .st ri al ised  economies, 
though  regional   "depression" may occur also   in developing countries. 

<',.''.     Several   participants   felt   that   it   would le  "superfluous   and  -empiete! v 

irrelevant"   t-    attorni'    lo   find  a  definition of regio:;   tha4   wo .Id  be   valid   for 

ali   ¡urjo.ses   ar.d   for all   developing -- »r/ries.     Sure   speakers   expressed  +he 

viov;   that   there  migh*   le   a  great   deal      f wisdom  ir.   leavir.g  the   -~y.^v¡;*.  of 

regi   n  r^ewh-.*   undefined;   ar.y  ^-rete   ar.d meouiugf,,l   definition w^ld inevi- 

tably   be  so  narrow as  fc  exclude   from  consideration   some  very   important   indi- 

vidual   regional   phenomena.     It  would therefore be  preferable  "to  infer the 

•ooirir.g to  lo  given  to   the   term   'region'   from  the  context   ir. which  it  was  used 

'Cid  from  the   -1 natives  of  the  particular case at  hand". 

'    .     An-ther  ; anticipant   added   t<-   this   view  tne  o-or.si deration   'hat   the  regional 

o;e-hanism:    were   a^emptr   to   get   away   from  natio.ua.   aggregate models   formulated 

ir, strict  mathematical   forms.     Thus,   it   would be  counterproductive   to adopt 

strict   deliran   oo    <f regions,   because   this would  have   the effect   of overempha- 

sizing   ^nly   a   few   -f the   interdependent   objectives  of  the  development  process. 



In  this  respect,  he  also mentioned the  importance  of pre-investment  activities, 

that is,   the identification of new areas of economic opportunity,  which  he con- 

sidered a prerequisite   for feasibility and  location studies.     This  consideration 

was   linked by a '.'Î.'IDC   expert   to   the  d;, r.amic   nature  of  regione-.     A'.   operational 

regional  breakdown   for planning purposes  could   te   related   u.lrvitely   •      the 

needs and direction  of pre-investment  activities   it, ea^h deve I   ring •-,. ,.. ' 17;. 

64. Another argument   to   support  the   spinier    'hat   attempts-   !     !md  a  01 : rie 

definition of region  are   not  useful  was  the   f-llowir.g:     ecor. .-:-.  •-   rcn   :,::   (in 

the   sense of regions  whoso  components wore   s* io.--U.ral ly   ir.: frdopc-.de: t )   do  r.ot 

actually  exist   in most   developing countries.      Indeed,   cicce   •he  very   ¡r^-erc 

of regional  and national   development   is  directed   towards  the  creati o.    .f  ro.ot. 

economi-ally viable   geographical   units,   it   could  t.-t  le  assumed  that   s..--h   units. 

already existed.     One  must   therefore  simply   take,   as   the  spatia!   tasi:-   fv 

planning,   the existing administrative divisions  of the  country,  wlia'ever   t he;/ 

might  be,   simply because   such divisions were   J he  only   regional   <*iassi f i "at 1 ->n 

available.    Another participant  agreed,   emphasizing that   the  concrete   limit- 

given to  regions mattered  far less than the  creation of viable economic   units. 

65. Several   speakers  emphasized that   it  was  necessary   f~r economists   to   par- 

ticipate  in the  delimitation of administrative   regions  and  ir.  solving  regional 

problems  so that  the   future  basis  for regional   planning 00 .Id le  an   administra- 

tively convenient  one   that  would,  at  the  same   time,   le  responsive   to   ooand 

economic criteria. 

66. An observer from  the  United Nations Economi1-  Commissi, r.   f-.-r Africa, 

however,   thought  that   a  seminar devoted to   regional   development  could  hardly- 

escape the need  for some meaningful  definition  oí' regi or..     Also,   regionali;-. .- 

tion of territory was  necessary  for regional   planning,   and should   te   carried 

out  to  serve its needs.     The U?ÎIDC experts  expressed a similar' .¡pinion,   reliev- 

ing that  the region,   that   is,   the object  oí'  regional  development  p,l icios,  must 

be  clearly defined,   according to   the particular cases,   if  the costs   t ,.   the 

country and the benefits   to  the  region were  to   be  correctly assessed.      "hey 

were also of the opinion  that,   from  the   termino logical   rather than   from   the 

analytical   standpoint,   the  seminar would make  an   importar.t  practical   contri- 

bution by agreeing on  standard terminology  and  recommending   it   for work   in  this 

field,  as noted earlier  in this section. 

67. In their statements  describing the general   approaches of their countries 

to  industrial  location and regional development,   several  participants  noted 



that  the classification of regions  on which  their planning had historically 

been  laced had proceeded from a  broad classification of a geographical   nature 

to  a more  detailed  régionalisation of the  territory,   based only partly  on  the 

physical  characteristics  .,-f  the  areas.     Thus,   the   participant   from  Peru  reported 

that   the country had  shifted   from  a broad classification  of regions  -costa 

'' ")''-i"t')i   sierra  (mountain  r.ai.re)   arid sex va (forest)   to  a   breakdown  of  the 

nati-n  int.-   eight,   adir, i r.istraUve   regions   rased  ^nJy   partly  on   topographical 

:<--a tures,     oimiiariy,   the  Ghanaian approach  to   regional   planning had progressed 

ir-m   the general   objective     Ï river-lasir. development   to  a multipurpose  approach, 

icing administrative   regions  as   the   unit   !'or planning.     Indeed,   the   interven- 

ti...ns  of several   participants  indicated  that many  developing o an tries   did in 

fact   attempt   to  use  their geographical  administrative divisions,   to   fit   planning 

needs. 

*.>-.     Another important  point  that  emerged from many general   statements was 

that   in smaller developing countries an economic  definition of region might 

very often  result   in  geographical   divisions  that   overlap  national   ! oundaries 

and that  sometimes would be  larger than  the country   itself.     Tney  emphasized 

the  need,   m  such cases,   for multinational co-operation  resulting  in  joint 

industrial   undertakings,   when economic  and political   circumstances  permit. 

The   role of industrial   location in  regional  development 

d'}.     With  respect   to  the  extent   to  which  industrial   location policy can be 

used to  further regional   development objectives,   a  number of speakers  thought 

that  industrialisation  of less developed regions must he  an  integral  part  of 

regional policy,   but   there was disagreement  on  this  point,  'in particular,  it 

was  pointed out   that   the evaluation of the  role  of  industry  for national 

economic development  was subject  to criteria different  from  those used for 

assessing the possibilities of pursuing regional  development  objectives  through 

industrial  dispersal.     While  it was widely recognized that   industrial   develop- 

ment   is indispensable   for sustained national  economic  growth,   it  did not 

necessarily  follow that  regional  development  should also  be pursued through 

industrial  location policies  in preference to  assistance  to other economic 

sectors.    Thus,   some  regions  could be aided more  through  programmes  of infra- 

structural   development,   agricultural   improvement   and other measures  than 

through industrialization.    To a  large degree,  much  depends on the time 

perspective  adopted;   although industrial  development of a less developed 

region might  be desirable  in the  long run,  it might  not  be at all  feasible 



at  early stages of national  development.     Moreover,  as discussed in some 

detail  in Chapter III,  industrialization of less  developed regions  does  not 

at  all  necessarily imply that  capital-intensive  industries should be located 

there. 

Industrial dispersal  and national economic  growth 

70. The  discussion of the  stage at which  it becomes possible to   follow  indus- 

trial   decentralization policies  without  impairing national  economic  growth 

brought   forth  the view  that   some  balance must  be   reached among conflicting 

national  goals.     Sustained economic  growth  is one of  the main objectives of 

national  planning.     It  is  important,   therefore,   to  recognize that,   at  least 

in the early stages of development,   national   growth  is  fostered by geographi- 

cal  concentration of industry,   and that a policy  of industrial  dispersal 

involves  an interaction between  reduction  of interregional  inequality and 

national  economic growth. 

71. Several  participants  expressed the view that a concept  of balanced 

regional  growth was  necessary  for industrial planning.     It was also remarked, 

however,   that  the concept  of balanced regional  growth was subject   to different 

interpretations.     Among such  interpretations might  be:     (a)   equalization of 

growth  rates of different   regions  (thereby keeping constant  the  relative 

income  differentials),   (b)   a narrowing of the absolute   income gap  between 

regions,   or (c)  progressive  equalization of per capita consumption   levels. 

The  last  interpretation was  preferred,  provided that  it was  understood  that 

it   did not  rule  out   changes  in  the  population distribution of a country,   such 

as  those  resulting from interregional migration.     In this connexion it  was 

also generally agreed that  the  proper concern of regional development  policies 

should be people   and not   land per se.     The  need to  industrialize  does  not 

necessarily call  for industrialization of each administrative region.     Inter- 

regional migration could therefore permit  both the exploitation of optimal 

location patterns and the  progressive  reduction of per capita income 

differentials. 
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FACTORS   IN  THE  I.c lA'i'lQN   PF   1NDUCTHY 

72. The  two  T TN I DO  export:-   wh-    a   ted  as    i ir • ¡r:-a >ìI   !i\i:li-rr  ani   rapporteurs  on 

thin   item  of   the  agenda   intr"du -ed   the   .• ,i t.. ; •-•>•- -1   ari i    uitimed   ! he mam   issues 

r>nd   the   focus   fit'   dis -u;-.- iMfi.      In   the   genera'    i r s t i • >. i u   ti   n   they    "ir lined   t he 

role   of   location   fa   t Jir   in   the   pro-o;;:-   of   i(>.   L.-|  o,-making   it    vari  >ur   levels 

of  planning and    in.- -ribed   their  relative   importan   o.     A¡ tu 'agri   !••  atioi   fa.-tor;; 

should  be  analysed   in     hn;e  '-annexion   with   both   t ne  re   t ca !    ii;.ì   iv,'i io!   goal:-. 

of  development,   emphasis    -oul'l   le  given   to   their  i'"le   m   >hiovmg   th'-  iii'-r t. 

effeotive  pattern  -»f   industriai    location.      l'ho  hypo the.- i r   »iiat    it.    ,.    pvriMe 

to   cornudo'    tho   role    >f   individua!    looation   fa-torr   in   ir->!iti iti   io   ari.-.  ìen- 

tifio,   because   it   was   obviously   ossent lai   to   take   into  ao.'.nml,   r una ! t aneour ly, 

the   frofuently     onfìi-ting   influences   of all    the  various   location   fatTr.     On 

the  o her hand,    it   ir   of great   importanoe   in   praotiie   t••   perform a    -useful 

analysis  of the   relative   mfluenoe   >f   the   individual   lo.-atrm   fa-tors    >n   the 

branch of   industry   in question,   particularly   in  the nontext   of  the   rpe-ifi• 

social and  e-ononr -    -onditions  of different    -ountriee. 

73. The  analysis   of   location  factors   was  subordinated   to   the   task   of devising 

adequate   instruments   for decision-making.     Accordingly,   the  choice  of   location 

factors  relevant   for analysis  depended   on  the   level   of  planning at   whidi   the 

decision was   taken and,   consequently,   on  the  geographical   level   of detail   of 

the  analysis   (economic-   regions,   urban  agglomerations,   towns   etc.). 

74«     There  are   three  main successive  stages   of   location  analysis,:      interregional, 

sectoral and   intraregional.     At   the   first   two  stages attention  should   be   paid 

mainly to natural   resources,   environmental   conditions   (ruines  of  power,   raw 

materials,   water and   the   like),   transport,   the distribution  of  population arid 

its  general   characteristics,   and   the general    level   of development   of cvory 

region.     At   the   third  stage   such   local    factors  as   infrastructure,   specific 

labour skills  and  the  presence of  existing production  facilities and   of  related 

industries  and   services  play a crucial   role. 

75«     The   issues   which appeared  suitable as  a  focus  of discussion by   the  group 

were  identified  and  outlined as   follows: 

(a)   The   appropriate   re 1 u t i onsh i p,   In  a  regional   context,   between   invest- 
ment   in   infrastructures  and   investment   in directly   productive 
faci 1 i ties ; 
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(b) The  role of  regional  availability of  labour skills  in  industrial 
location; 

(c) The   implications  of scale  and external   economies  and diseconomies 
for  industrial   location  pattern;  and 

(d) The  characteristics  of  industries  that  could be  optimally   located 
in   less  developed  regions. 

76. The expert  from the host  country,   who worked with the UNIDO experts on 

this  item of the agenda^   described the  experience of the  Byelorussian SSR in 

analysing the most   important   factors   of location with respect  to  individual 

branches  of  industry.     He also reviewed the background documentation  for this 

item of  the  agenda,   prepared by Byelorussian scientists. 

77. In particular,   he  noted the location factors  that  should be taken  into 

account   for   industries   that  process  agricultural  raw materials.     On the basis 

of the  report   prepared by Byelorussian  scientists,   the expert  stressed that 

industrial  development  and increases   in population should  not  reflect  nega- 

tively on the   living conditions of  the  populations  of towns.     It was  advisable 

to locate  industry  in conformity with a general  plan  of the town concerned and 

with regional   planning projects.    The most effective  pattern of industrial 

location within a town was the creation of industrial  areas  on the basis of 

co-operation of enterprises. 

78. Several   observers,   as well as  participants  from  Brazil,   Chile,   Ghana, 

India,   Iraq,   Nigeria,   Pakistan,  Turkey,   the Sudan,   the United Arab Republic 

and Yugoslavia,   spoke about  the significance of various  location factors. 

79. Sori.e  participants  stressed that  the mutual  dependence  existing between 

objective  locational  characteristics  and over-all  aims  of both national  and 

regional   planning prevented locational   factors  being analysed  in isolation 

from the objectives of  long-term planning.     ^Yirther.r.ore,   when deciding the 

location of  individual   enterprises   or  regional   industrial   complexes   in a given 

region,   a least-cost  site should be  chosen for attaining a given level  of output, 

The role of  infrastructure 

80. The participants  were  in general  agreement  on the  importance of  infra- 

structural  facilities  in general as  a location  factor for  industry and as a 

prerequisite   for regional  development.     It was  noted  that   infrastructure 

should be conceived as  consisting not   only of economic  facilities such as 

power and transportation but also of social components such as the health and 

education standards of a region.     The  over-all   lack   of such facilities   in 

developing countries  impeded both national and  regional development. 
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81. There was a  consensus that  any  infrastructural   expenditure  should be 

undertaken that would be  required for exploring the  natural   resources  of a 

region;   pre-investment  exploration of thin   type  ir, a  prerequisite  for  its   future 

development.     At  the same time   the amount   of  investment   in   infrastructural 

facilities   in a region should  conform to   the  projected   long-term needs  of   its. 

extractive,   agricultural  and   industrial   sectors  for such services.     For example, 

infrastructural  expenditure related to  the discovery  of a mineral   deposit   should 

be related not only to the demand generated by  the extractive   industry but  also 

to the  anticipated demand of mineral-processing industries  that would  be  located 

in the  region. 

82. Several  participants noted the positive or negative effects  that  the pres- 

ence or absence of  infrastructural   facilities  could  have on national  and regional 

development.     It  was  pointed   out   that   the  discovery  of a  local   energy   supply 

(natural   gas)  had  helped  to devel >p the   textile   industry   in the Uzbek  SSR.     On 

the other hand,   the  participant   from  the  Sudan  pointed out  that  while his  country 

had a  large  supply  of  livestock,   its  per  capita meat   consumption was   low because 

the  livestock  was  concentrated   in one  region,   and  the absence  of transport   links 

made  it   impossible   to distribute meat   products  to the   rest  of the  country. 

83. Some   types  of   infrastructure projects  were  of great  size and required   large 

absolute  expenditures.     Unless   such  infrastructure  facilities  were built   in 

conjunction with a number of  directly  productive projects   in  the  region,   their 

rate of utilization would be   low,   and  the   infrastructure  cost   per unit  of  final 

output   would be  nigh.     The same result  would be obtained   if  the  time   lapse 

between  the  building of  the   infrastructure  and   the directly  productive project 

was  long.      It  was  suggested  that   investment   in   the   infrastructure should ideally 

be only  one step ahead  of directly  productive   investment. 

84. The  experience  of Turkey   showed  how some  of these  problems  might  be 

approached.     Investment   in  in f ras true'ture   in  the  lagging provinces  of Eastern 

Turkey was undertaken   in combination with   the  planned  creation  of a growth 

pole  in  the area which was  to   include  investment   in  extractive   industries  and 

in small-scale manufacturing  for local  markets. 

85. It   was noted   that  a national   decision must be made as  to how to dio'.ribute 

the  investment  between   infrastructure and directly  productive activities.     The 

choice  was   often  between  expenditures  on directly productive  projects   likely 

to be near existing growing centres and   infrastructural   projects   in  the   less 

developed regions.     Given this  choice,   the participant  from  India reported 
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that the decision  in his country was   taken on practical  grounds.     Private 

investment,  which waß  mainly of  the  directly productivo type,   tended   to gravi- 

tate towards the growing points,   while public  investment,  mostly   in  infra- 

structure,   was  consciously directed   to  the lagging  regions. 

86. Another participant  suggested   that  the choice  might be made  on  the basis 

of time.     For example,   if very  great   immediacy was   placed on the development 

of a region,   emphasis   should be  directed to directly   productive   investments 

(provided of course  some minimum  infrastructure existed);   if long-term objec- 

tives were given  preference,   infrastructure projects  might be stressed. 

Labour availability  as  a location   factor 

87. It  wat; generally agreed that   one  of the main problems  faced by developing 

countries   is  that   large-scale  employment opportunities usually  exist  only  in a 

few urban centres.     This situation   imposes the alternatives of either  inducing 

migration to the growing points   in  the country or of  providing employment 

locally. 

88. There was a consensus that,   whereas the labour  force tends  to move readily 

towards  the urban centres,   in many  countries  it was  difficult to move  people 

to  lagging regions. 

89. The  participant   from the  United   Arab Republic,   for instance,   reported  that 

it  was  necessary   in  some cases   to   pay  double wages   in  order to   induce   labour 

to move   to the  construction site  of   the new high dam at  Aswan.     It  was  also 

observed   that,   whereas   interregional   labour mobility   might  be  low,   intra- 

regional   mobility  might  be quite  high,   as has been  well   evidenced  by   large 

migrations to  the cities from   their  agricultural   hinterlands. 

90. It   was noted  by   several   participants  that   if,   in  fact,   labour was  not 

greatly  mobile,   the  concentration  of  skilled workers   in a few areas  made 

regional   availability  of different   labour skills an   important  location  factor 

for many   industries.     On  the  other  hand,   the participants  from Ghana and 

the Sudan questioned  the  role  of  labour as a factor  in the location of  indue* 

trial   projects   in  their countries.      In  their countries  the main  issue  is the 

almost   total   absence  of a skilled   labour force. 

91. The  consensus  of   the participants  was  that  the  significance  of regional 

availability  of   labour skills   as  a   location factor  for industry  varies  at 

different   stages  of development   and   is   likely to   increase as the  complexity  of 

the economy of a developing country     noreases,  and as  the skills  of the labour 



force are enhanced.     A. strong sentiment  was   expi«..ssed   in   Cavour  of <-hv- king 

migration to  the main urban centres  by  promoting  the   location  of   industry   its 

the lagging regions. 

92. Several   participante   observed  that  most   lagging regione  aro  well   provided 

with unskilled   labour,   which often makes   them attractive  for  the   location  of 

industries  that  employ   labour-intensive   technologies.     Kor  example,   it   was 

reported  that   in   Iraq,   when there was  a choice  between establishing a  more 

efficient capital-intensive paper-processing plant   in a  relatively advanced 

region and a   labour-intensive  plant   in a   lagging region,   the   labour-intensive 

plant was chosen,   despite   its apparent   relative   inefficiency.      It  was   stressed 

that  this selection may,   in  fact,   have been without  social   cost,   since   the 

economic value of the  immobile unemployed   labour may   lave  been  very small   or 

even non-existent. 

93. A similar approach has been used in the ''riited Arab Republic   in multi- 

plant  industries  in which  equally efficient  capital-intensive or  labour- 

intensive techniques  could have been  employed.     Labour-in tens, ive   techniques 

had been employed  in the   less developed areas,   whereas capital-intensive plants 

had been built   in the advanced  ones.     These examples  of industrial   location 

policy,   however,  should  not prevent  the  installation   in  lagging  regions  of 

capital-intensive projects  that might  employ more modern or up-to-date  plants, 

94«     It   was  emphasized by   several  participants   that   labour  resources  should   be 

reviewed  in a dynamic  sense so as to   take   into  account   their potential   changée 

in  size  and  skill   resulting from training programmes.     Because  of  the  diffi- 

culties   of moving substantial  numbers  of  workers,   it  was  often  necessary   to 

establish local  training centres  for   instruction   in   the skills   required   for  the 

industries  in view.     For  example  it  was  reported  that  the   industrial   transfor- 

mation of the   rural   regions of Eastern  Turkey  would  require   the   industrially 

planned  local   training of  future  increments  in  the  labour  force. 

95«       In all   instances,   on-the-job training was also emphasized as a serious 

alternative.     However,   it  was noted that  the adaptability  of   labour to  differ- 

ent specific  skills  and  its ability  to assimilate on-the-job  training   is 

enhanced by  formal   education and by  the presence of work attitudes suitable 

for industrial  employment. 

96.       It was  also pointed out  that   industries  that are  likely  to cope with 

considerable  seasonal  fluctuations  in output and employment  are  preferably   to 



be located near large labour pooh:.  If such an industry were located in an 

outlying area, the problem of providing employment for the labour force during 

period:; of low activity would arise. 

External •;• momies and industrial agglomeration 

'7.   i'hc lmp'-rtaii'-e if external economies as a location factor was explored, 

mi it war .-ugge.-.ed that their impact, if unchecked, might well lead, to the 

jverwhelming -on--entration of industry in one or, at most, a few urban centres. 

jH.  These external economies were thought to stem from two mam sources: 

the availability of lnfrastru-tural facilities and interindustry relations, 

in the latter case the various mechanisms of forward and backward linkage 

were dis-ussed, and the tentative conclusion reached was that certain indus- 

tries would be optimally located near their major suppliers of inputs or, 

conversely, near maior industrial purchasers of their outputs. 

99. The attention of the participants was dre-wn to the importance of this 

principle for the construction of industrial complexes.  Several speakers noted 

that, in planning the development of a region, unnecessary dispersal of indus- 

trial activities should be avoided.  Rather, development should be based on the 

construction of productive complexes in regional centres that would serve as 

growth poles for the development of the entire region. 

100. However, auch a policy might well entail an economic sacrifice, as opposed 

to permitting unplanned centralization of industrial activities.  If it did, 

the costs involved should be made explicit. 

101. Several participants discussed the efforts of their countries in creating 

precisely such industrial complexes.  In this context the experience of the 

Soviet Union in the development of the productive forces of vast territories 

in Siberia was considered, by some observers from the host country, to be of 

particular significance for the future efforts, of developing countries. 

102. There was considerable discussion on the appropriate minimum size and 

the industrial mix of the growth poles created.  The experience of several 

countries, suggests that there was no single optimal scale of a growth pole, 

and that the industrial composition of a complex depends on the individual 

productive characteristics of different territories and countries. The partic- 

ipant from Turkey noted that, from experience in his country, external econo- 

mies began to become important in an urban concentration with at least 250,000 

to 300,000 inhabitants. 
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103. It was  pointed out  by  several   participant.-   that,   while agglomerat 1 Mí 

might   be desirable  up to  a  point   in  order to  exploit   potential   external   econo- 

mies,   diseconomies  might   set   in after a certain  urban size had been  reached. 

It was   stressed however,   that   no exact   information existed as   to  the  sise  of 

urban  concentration at which  such diseconomies   began  to occur. 

Industries appropriate  for dispersal 

104. The question  of the   industries  appropriate   for location  in lagging  regions 

was  examined by several   participants.    There was  general  agreement  that  differ- 

ent  industries might be appropriate  for region;-  with different  resources. 

105. The following alternatives were suggested: 

(a) The  establishment   of small-scale   labour-intensive   industry  ori- 
ented  towards   local  markets:     In this  context  one  participant   noted 
that  exclusive  reliance  on such  industries might  be hazardous   for 
regional   industrial  development.     Such   industries  appeared   to   thrive 
only within a diversified  industrial   structure  that   is absent   in 
developing countries. 

(b) Agricultural   processing  industries  based on  regional  agricultural 
production. 

(c) Large-scale  complexes  that   incorporate  processing  industries   based 
on local  mineral   or power resources:      In  this   context  the  experience 
of  India  in   locating an  oil   refinery  and related  processing   indus- 
tries   in a  lagging region,   at  a site  midway  between the  production 
and distribution   points,   was   instructive. 

(d) Ancillary  industries whose services   were used by dynamic   sectors 
in the  economy  and  for which transport  costs were not significant: 
Such  industries  were  likely  to benefit   from the dynamism  of   the 
industries they  served and to transmit  the growth of the dynamic 
sectors to lagging regions. 
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106.     The third item  of the  .-inonda,   dealing with   industrial   location   planning 

and regional   planning-,   was   introduced  t ,v   üK>   tw "Mix    r-xports   resp- asi! !o   for 

this  topic.     A  brief  review  of nathema' ìaoiì   m -d<->.:-f   dir* i r.gu shi a,'   ic'wcn. 

locational  and   regional   mode Ir  and  fetwnc::   ; i an:.Log ar.d   or-o-ranra r.,-  • ••..<d»-!r 

was  prercnted.     The  discussion that   followed   war   t •-. ••¡:-f.(j  .-.,.  *h"   o .<•.•! i   or     !' 

co-ordination of  regional   and rectoral   planning,   ••—  rdi 

plans with project programming and the  appror riater.es 

techniques. 
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107.     The  expert   from   the  hort country who  'a—operated with  tue   "MIX    exports 

on this item described  the  principal   mathematical   >:••• ' :.<>m-- models   developed 

and applied  iii   Pyelorussia.     There  model::   ir.cii.de many  variarles   and   r,i>;.- 

linear relatione  and have  great  problem-solving potential,   in-i adir..--   that   * i f " 

finding near-optimum  location rolutionr   for comparative  CM.rude rati a,.    /._ 

though mathematical   methods   are  already  ;   werl'-l   a: d  are   ¡:.;r -/ira   ra:idi\ , 

limitations  of data,   of computers,   and of technical   personnel   restriat   their 

application and  rehire   the  simultaneous  use   of a variety  of motivai;-,   ir.elud- 

ing traditional   ones.     Concrete  problems  arc   rest  rol ved,   not   by   reliance on 

a single method,   but   by   the  use of a wide  range  of methods,  ine 1 udiri/' the 

complex scientific ones,   which reinforoe  each   other. 

Co-ordination of sect ,gal   and regional   pi anni fig 
and  projet   ; ro-gramming 

IOS.     The   tw<!  ' '.'II)i   experts,   in outlining some   of the  principal   issues, 

stressed  the   role  oí'   the  national  government   in achieving consistency of 

sectoral   and regional   plans.     Three  elements   are necessary:     (a)   the   existence 

of effective  regional   planning and  programming organs,   fh)  procedures   for   the 

systematic  co-ordination oí' and exchange  • f  views  among   regional   and   sectoral 

bodies and (c)   a  system  to  provide  data or.  existing <•  .oditior.s   by   projects, 

sectors and regions,   together with  projections  or- pr .\   red deve 1 oprnentr, at 

each of these  levels.     Regional  planning arai   pro, eat  j r.gramming must   be 

carried out  within the   context of  both  short-tent,  and ¡ r • s; -eet ive   plans and 

as an important  aspect   of efforts   for national   development. 
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109.    The need to consider national profitability as well  as commercial  profit- 

ability in the evaluation of projects was also  stressed.    Projects that might 

not   be undertaken on the  basis of conventional   feasibility studies might  prove 

to   be most  feasible and  desirable if account were  taken of the  indirect  eco- 

nomic valuation of the  costs  and benefits of the   project   for the  economy as a 

whole,   including the developmental  effects of the  project.     Thus,  conventional 

feasibility studies would count wages as a cost   but,   if the  labour force had 

been   unemployed,   social   profitability  techniques   such as cost-benefit  would 

chow  this not as a cost  but  possibly as a benefit.     However,  appropriate 

measures should be taken,   to  the extent  possible  and desirable,  to subsidize 

projects that are profitable  from the  national  standpoint  but unprofitable  in 

terms of their internal   cash  flow.     Such analytical  techniques are of particu- 

lar value in countries  that  do not have national  plans elaborated in detail, 

because  they permit an evaluation of individual  projects  from a national  per- 

spective,   and they can  be   carried out   in terms  of "shadow"  prices determined 
by  the planning bodies. 

110. There was general  agreement on the issues  of co-ordination.     It  is 

important to have effective  regional  planning organizations and systematic and 

continuing working procedures  for collaboration  among sectoral  and regional 

bodies.    Moreover,  the  involvement of persons who have operational  responsi- 

bility in the planning process serves  to increase  the realism of plans,   to 

enhance  the likelihood of  their successful  implementation and to provide  a 

channel  for information on and evaluation of development efforts.    This  co- 

ordination among sect  ral   and regional  planning and operational  agencies 

should be supported by an  appropriate organization  for the  systematic  collec- 

tion and distribution of the data needed for informed decisions.    Countries 

whose  conditions permit  the  use of advanced mathematical  tools could advance 

the  co-ordination of sectoral and regional plans   by techniques of simultaneous 
solution. 

111. There was also general  agreement  that over-centralized planning was less 

effective than planning in which  there  is delegation of responsibility  for 

many  decisions  to regional  and operational agencies.    Sectoral  or vertical 

planning is cf greatest  significance  for activities of national economic 

importance, while regional  or horizontal planning is of greater importance 

for economic activities  internal to the individual  region. 
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112. The importance of effective mechanisms through which  regional  and 

national  sectoral  planning agencies could collaborate and achieve  consistency 

in their planning was emphasized by many  participants who described the  proce- 

dures  used in  their countries,   including Chile,   Ghana,   India and   Iraq.     The 

prevailing and preferred pattern appeared   to  be   the   initial   setting of   targets 

by a national   sectoral  planning body.     Indian experience with working groups 

that  include   representatives   from  the  national   and regional   levels  has   been 

effective in bringing together the  two  points of view  and is   important   m 

adjusting national   targets  to   local   conditions and specific   situations. 

113. A number of  participants  and observers  pointed  to  the   important  roles of 

national  and  regional  planning bodies  in   the  proper consideration  of industrial 

location.    The  experience of  Iraq with various degrees  of centralization of 

planning process  and execution and with various degrees of  flexibility  in 

adherence to  the  plans  indicates that  targets are  better fulfilled when  the 

national  plan  is   regionalized.     Planning is more effective when  regional   orga- 

nizations are  given   responsibility  for execution of  the national   plan and 

authority to  adapt   it  to  local   opportunities and conditions   than when planning 

is centralized and  rigid.    This point  of view was  supported  by many  partici- 

pants,  who stressed  the  need to  involve   in   the planning the  agencies   that  are 

to execute it.     By  no doing,   it  is possible  to  take advantage of  the special- 

ized local  or technical  information and experience oí'  the  regional   bodies and 

to secure  their identification with  a commitment   to   the plans.     Observers 

from  the  host  country underlined the   importance   both  of collaborative mecha- 

nisms and of the  consistency  of national   and reg.-.nal   plans. 

Ii4.     It was  noted  that  national  and  regional  development  is  a cumulative 

result  of interactive processes  that  are   influenced by  governmental   and private 

decisions at  the  national,   regional   and  local   levels.     Regional   planning can  be 

done with either concentration or dispersal   of activity.     In  general,   projects 

of national  importance are planned centrally and more   local   ones  at   the   regional 

level.     Within the   region,  planning is  sectoral.    The  problem  is   to  establish 

organizations   for research,  planning and  implementation in such a way  that  they 

might  improve  their performance  and co-ordination.     There is  a crucial   need 

to guard against   the  dangers either of neglecting long-term  plans   under  the 

pressure of day-to-day decisions or of neglecting important  questions    f prac- 

tical programming or project  identification while engrossed in  long-term 
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plane.     There are  problems with   respect   to   the  establishment  of  new planning 

bodies,   such as   imbalances  in  capacities  oí'   technical   agencies  and  the  defini- 

tion of  their relations with   long-established  line  agencies. 

IT*.     A   severe  shortage  of  trained  personnel   was  noted   by  a  great  many  partici- 

pants  and observers.     Owing  to   the  small   number of personnel   trained in   location 

and  regional   planning,  many developing countries have  had  to  use   foreign experts 

while  awaiting the   formation of a sufficient   number of national   ones.     Even  in 

countries possessing  trained personnel,   it   is  often  difficult   for  the  planning 

organizations  to  keep  it.     Consequently,   even  investment   in   the   training of new 

professionals  does  not   guarantee  a  sufficiency  of technical   staff. 

Appropriateness  of   techniques  of  planning  and  programming 

lib.     There was  genera!   agreement  on the   limited ability  of developing countries 

to use  advanced mathematical   techniques  of planning and programming.     The par- 

ticipants   thoifht   that   these   t-ohnimer  recrúrerl  preconditions  of availability 

of technical   personnel,   data     :' good quality,   and computers,   and  such precondi- 

tions  do  not  exist   in most  developing countries.    The  appropriate   tools   for 

planning and programming vary   according to   the   level   of development,   and only 

those  of the most  advanced motnods  that  are  consistent with  the   conditions  of 

many countries should  be used.     Since it might  not be possible  to  use the  theo- 

retically most  satisfying  t.-ohi. tques,   simpler or abridged approaches were  often 

more   useful   for practical   «•• iv.. 

117. In the extensive  discussion on methods,   it was observed that  simpler  or 

abridged methods were more adaptable  for practical work in the  location of 

projects  than  for regional   planning.     It was  also indicated that   it  is not 

advisable  to  rely on a single method but   to  use a variety of techniques  that 

reinforce each other.     Ever,   though complex methods are  of limited value  for 

decision making,   they have M.her uses.     For example,   they can clarify the 

relations within  the  econ my  and thus  improve  understanding of its  problems. 

Complex methods can also   indicate more precisely  than  simpler ones what  types 

of data should be  obtained.     Finally,   they  could serve  as a context  or back- 

ground for the application of more practical   techniques. 

118. Considering the  complexity cf problems  in the  developing countries, 

representatives of research organizations  in the host  country recommended that 

use of models and methods in regional planning and industrial  location worked 

out  in industrially developed countries.     In their opinion,  the  experience of 
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the  Soviet   Union  in   the  application  of mathematical   models  and methods of 

planning  industrial   location  could   ie  useful   to countries   that   arc  introducing 

similar methods',  of planning  thou-  national   economies. 

11%      II   war   ..»ph-K-, 'od   '},-,!   d.-vr-l.-jiv -entries must   prepare   their  own 

specie! ir-, tí-    M.     rcler   •       o;!,   --dor-,   eon,,.mio   ,,¡d mathematical   methods   success- 

fully   to  p!annir;f ar.d   f r ••.•'raji.m i r,,- -   ¡r^lloms. 

120. ííoiit   rarti.-ij.:ir.!:    tho.^ht.   that   anditi,,,   i,,  developing    -„mitries,  required 

simpar methods    ,ï analta;:   tuun   • c se   used   ir.   developed   ones,   i:x,.típt.   itl  .:,)ei.Kll 

cases   invuivn,- j rmari ly   te.-hnioal   pr ,.TO:,mllf- ¡avíleme.     The   ¡ ree .ndi t ions 

for   the  el'leotive   use   of  c,mriex   mathema* ie, 1   »,. de ; i    are   »he   avallai iiit,\   ,,f 

technical   s-ionta, fie   percorre!,   of   computen-   ar.d,   :a e t   :-. i .a, i ti .-an ! ! •, ,   ..f 

plentiful   and  accurato   data.     LJiree   those  d-.   ret  exist    ic  rest   devel.qmg 

countries,   abridged versione  of scientific methods  <<r cimile   preti.-ai 

methods might   te  more   effective.     Alth uigh  a   few  opinions  were   vaeed   that. 

the  most  powerful   and  scientific  metleds  should  le   used   that   are  consonant 

with  national   conditions,   the  consensus  was   that,   p.r «cd   problems   in   the 

vast  majority   of  developing conntrien,    the  appropriate   level   of mathematical 

analysis  should  be  a   rather  simple   ntle.     Sirco,   as   dove!  >pmont   pr-ooeeds,   tre 

preconditions   of data,   personnel   and  computers  will   gradually   fe  met,   the 

appropriate   level   of sophistication  of   the   techniques  should vary directly 

with  the  level   of development   of   the euntry.     Arainst   this vi--w,   \ ia;o:i:ii ts 

of advanced  models contended  that   complex  relatifs  wen;   impej yv<- • i ;,   rel'looted 

by  simple   techniques,   which  were   therefore  prone   to   error.     A  /-enervai i y  ae-ept- 

able   formulation appeared to  be  the   use  of  the most,  advanced,   possible and 

effective  teotuaiaues   insofar  as  such  techa, ¡acs  are   feasible;    in  most   'level..- ¡as 

countries   these   techniques   would   be   relatively   simple   ones. 

121. Although  recent   studies   indicated  a  relative   ineffectiveness  of complex 

predictive   techniques  in  developing- countries,   these   techniques  had   several 

other virtues:     (a)  Tney helped technicians  and decision-makers,   to   understand 

the  structure   ->f  the economy and gave  them  better  insights   for- decision making; 

(b)  They served as a context   for simpler  techniques;   simple  and  complex   tech- 

niques in combination might  be  better  than either by   itself;     ie)  They  helped 

identify the  key data needs;     (d)   In certain  situât irais,   the  scientific  prestige 

of these techniques was  helpful   in  promoting acceptance  of planning decisions. 
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122.     It was pointed out  that simple  or abridged methods are  better suited for 

location decisions than for regional  ones.     On the other hand,  it was mentioned 

that  location decisions,  because  they  involve physical  investment,   are  less 

reversible than  regional policies, which might be  changed relatively easily. 
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Chapter V 

INSTRUMENTS OF  INDUSTRIAL LOCATION AND 
REGIONAL  DEVELOPMENT POLICY 

123. The UNIDO experts,   in  introducing this  subject,   indicated  that,   since 

economic growth does not  take  place simultaneously  and uniformly  throughout 

a country,   thexc are   interregional   différences  in standards of  living.     The 

crucial   policy problem  is  to  discover means  of rapidly developing the   lagging 

regions  without  impeding economic  expansion  in the dynamic: ones.     The solution 

to this   problem might   involve  a variety of conflicting political,   economic  and 

social   considerations. 

124. Governments  can use a variety of policy instruments  to  influence the 

distribution of economic activities among regions.     Most  of these are designed 

to encourage  labour and capital mobility,   to create  external  economies by 

training the   labour force and  building social   overhead capital   or to affect 

the price-cost structure among regions. 

125. The expert  from the host   country,   who  co-operated with  the UNIDO experts 

on this   item of the  agenda,   reported  the  means, by which a policy of  location 

of industry  is  implemented  in his   country.     The workability and   timeliness   of 

a plan  are  ensured by wide discussion of  the draft   by   the  workers and the  trades 

union;:.     After consideration  of the  plan by   the Government,   it   is  presented 

to  the  Supreme Soviet  of the  Republic  for approval,   after which   it  becomes   law. 

126. To  prevent  further concentration of   industry   in the   large  towns,   a 

governmental   decision had been made   to  prohibit or   limit   the construction of 

industrial   enterprises   m   large  town::.     The stimuli   for regional  decentral- 

ization  of  industry   included  measures  for  establishing residential  complexes, 

schools,   hospital'-,   and  other  establishments  to satisfy  the needs  of the popula- 

tion.      In some canes,   wage and   salary  increases as  high as   30 per cent  were 

provided  to attract  manpower. 

127. The discussion   focused  on  the  following issues: 

(a) If a decision has  been taken to prevent   further industrial  concen- 
tration,   what  concrete  policy   steps have  proved to be efficient 
and feasible? 

(b) What are   the appropriate policies  to promote growth   in new oppor- 
tunity   regions? 

(c) What are   the most   appropriate  policies   to  promote  regional 
decentralization? 
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(d)  What  am   the  adirimi;-1. rat i vo and   in;--11 tut lotial   mechanisms   through 
which  to   co-ordinate  national   and  regional   action;;  in  the   field 
of  industrial   location and  regional   development   policy? 

128.     Participant:;   from   Hrazil,    Hurmi,   Ohile,   ''ongo  (Democratic  Republic), 

('uba,   Ghana,    India,    Indonesia,    l>an,    Iraq,   Nigeria,   Pakistan,   Peru,   the   Sudan, 

Syria,   Mailand,   'Ihirkey,   the United  Arab  Republic,   Uganda arid Yugoslavia,  as 

well   as  several   observers,   reported  on the   policies  for   industrial   location and 

regional   development   followed   in  their countries. 

I?').    A basic   objective of regional   policy   in most  countries   is   to  promote the 

development  of new  regions  as, well  as   to deter new investments  in  the main 

urban centres,.     A policy  of decentralization,   however,   does   not mean  that  it   is 

advisable   for developing countries  to  spread  the   limited  resources  available 

for  investment   thinly  over the   entire  country.     On the   contrary,   it   is   very 

important   for   these  countries  to   set   up regional   priorities,   taking into account 

national   interests.      It  was recognized  that   in  the early stages of development 

this approach   would   lead   to concentration and development   in   selected  regions 

and   to  the   temporary   neglect,  of   other   regions. 

130. It   was  agreed   that   the ability   of a country   to  undertake a  policy   of 

decentralization depended   largely  on   the  level   and degree of   its  economic devel- 

opment and   industrialization.     Uganda,   for  example,   is   only   now beginning to 

industrializo.      The  mam   policy   preoc oipat lo.u  of   the  ilovertinient   is.   to  attract 

new  investments  ami  not   to disperse  them in  new areas.     Of  course,   the   efficient 

use  of economic  resources  would  guide   the  location of  the new  investments. 

Policies   to  prevent   further concentration of  industry 

131. It  was   pointed   out   that   in  most   developing countries   the prevailing ten- 

dency had   been   for industry  to  concentrate   in metropolitan areas,   leaving the 

periphery   untouched  by   the  pro.-ess  of change.     Social   concern,   as  expressed in 

regional   policy   in these  countries,   is  basically  related to   the desire   to move 

away from   this   centre-periphery   model.     Policy measures   to  slow the  trend toward 

concentration,   both by   preventing  the   establishment of more   industry   in  the 

developed  areas  and by stimulating new investment   into   lagging areas,   have been 

adopted. 

13?.     It  was  stressed,   however,   that   insufficient  empirical   evidence was avail- 

able about   the  optimum size of urban  centres,  and that  more   research was  re- 

quired to  discover whether it  is  economically efficient  to hamper new invest- 

ments  in   the  urban centres.     Of  course,  given the multiplicity of government 

objectives,   political   and  social   considerations might  also guide policy decisions, 
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133. There  was  general   agreement   that   measures   of direct   rontml   such   :ie a 

licensing system  might   be   the most   eff' -lent   type  of policy    instrument    to 

prevent  new   investment!.:   in a given area.     On   t ho   other hand,    this   negative 

approach might   not   be  as   effective   m   channel 1 nig  private    i nver t m.-nt    into 

regioni:   that   the  government   ir   reeking   t<>  develop. 

134. Tt  war   pointed  out   that   preoccupa t ion witn   deve 1. .prnrri t.    m  arcar   other 

than   the  urban   rentrer   rhould  not   be  allowed   to   recuit,   m   at:    inadcqu.it »-   supply 

of bacie  services   in  metropolitan  areas.      The   high    on oui t ra t cu,    -r  }  ,p;, | at Lori 

and  economic   activities   in   there  arca:-   indicator   that,   the;,    poH^rm  a    fitioil 

role   in  the   proceri-   of   industrialization  arid  national   eo.ni >!<; i ••  d.-vH >pii¡rnt. 

Therefore,   to   the  extent   that   they   are  deprivo i     f  vit.-.:    . .TV i-<jr ,   ¡. >t    uilv 

their own growth  but   that   of   the  remaining regmtir  will   be-   affec t,»d. 

Policies  to   promote growth   in new opportunity   regioni- 

135«      It  was   agreed   that   the   provinoti  of adequato   infrastructure   facilities 

was an   important   way  to  attract   industries   into   the new  opportunity   regions, 

that   is,   tnose with  unexploited natural   resources   appropriato   for  national 

economic development   (see para,   ol,   the   section  on  ""'he   definiti,,,;  .,f   'rcolou'" 

in Chapter   II).     Since   this   type of  region   is  underpopulated   appropriate   incen- 

tives  are  required   to  stimulate  migration   Lo   i i.      There   incentives    ¡rually 

include  the  provision of housing,   education,   health  facilities, and   other ame- 

nities  needed  to  offset,   at   least   partially,   those   left   behind   in  metropolitan 

areas.     These   incentives  might  rot be  sufficient   and might   have   to   be  supple- 

mented with   salary  and wage   premiums.      It   is  often more  difficult   to   induce 

skilled  labour to  stay   in such a region  than   to  move  to   it. 

136. In a number of developing countries,   universities,  and    industrial   training 

centres  have  been  organized   in these   regions,   not   only  to   train workers   in 

needed skills  but  also to create an atmosphere  that would  generate  further 

economic  development. 

137. For public   investment   projects   in  the United Arab  Republic,   teams,   are 

being formed   that   will   move   from one area to another as  they   are  needed.     Hue h 

an approach  could help partially to  offset the   lack of managerial   ability and 

skilled labour  in many  regions.     Cince   this  programme was   getting under  way 

in the United  Arab  Republic   only at   the   time of   the seminar,   nu  evaluation of 

its  effectiveness  was then  possible.      It  was  suggested  that   UNIDO  undertake 

studies of this  type of approach. 
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ììH.     Another type of  policy  that  play-  an   important   role  in promoting develop- 

ment   in new opportunity   region:;   m  direct   government   investment   in  industrial 

activities.      rt  Wï:;   indicated  that   investment::  of  thin   type are usually  closely 

related   to   the  exploitation    >f natural   resource::.      It   war,   suggested   that,   in 

mixed   economie;:,   pub! i •   investment   should   take   the   lead  be  aure  of  the  great 

risks,  and  uncertainties   involved,   which  '-f'ten  deter  private  investment   during 

the   initial   stage::   oí'  development   oí'   new    -pportuni •;/   regions. 

\Y).     Indirect   policy  measures  to  stimulate   investment   include  temporary  tax 

remission,   import-duty   exemption and  the   provision  of credit  facilities.     There 

was  general   agreement   that   these   incentives  have not   proved   to be  effective   in 

the development   of new opportunity  regions   except  when  proper  infrastructure 

facilities  had  been provided.     Even   the   cost   reductions   provided by   these 

various  policy  measures   in new opportunity   regions  might  be   insufficient   to 

offset  the  cost   reductions  provided by  external  economies   in existing advanced 

regions. 

MO.      The  experience  oí   the   joint-venture  system between  the public and   the 

private sectors   in Pakistan   indicated  that   it  had been  effective  in stimulating 

new  investments.     The  Government undertook   the  feasibility  studies and  contrib- 

uted  to  the  financing of  the  projects.     After a number of years,   private  inves- 

tors  bought  out   the  share  of the Government   in  the  project. 

Policies  to promote  regional   decentralization 

HI.     The  'IN I DO experts,   in  reviewing  the   policies used to  promote regional 

decentralization,    -oncluded   that  positive   incentives  are more effective  than 

prohibitive measures   in  attracting new   industries  to   less  developed  regions. 

The   roles  of  fiscal   ín-entives,   credit  and   financial   aids  and   industrial   estates 

in  promoting regional   development  were  reviewed.     The  consensus  was   that,   in 

general,   these   incentives  are marginal   and are not  usually  determinants  of 

location decisions,  by   private entrepreneurs.      It   is   only  when a  rough  balance 

exists  between  the attractiveness  of  two  or more  locations   that   such   incentives 

become  really  significant.     They should   not   be diBregariei,   however,   for  they 

nerve  to enhance   the attractiveness  of a  region  fv,r   the   location of   industry. 

14?.      In   the  general    lis 'ussion,   it   was   disclosed  that   fiscal   incentives,   in 

one  form  or another,   are  utilized   in most   developing  -ountnes  as  a means   <>f 

inducing  industry   to  settle   in particular  regions.      In   Brazil,   for example,   a 

deduction  of up  to  rj0  per cent  of taxable   income  is  allowed   to   those  who   invest 
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in approved projects. These tax savings must be deposited in the Brazilian 

Northeast Bank and, if they are not invested within three years in a project 

in the northeastern region, they revert to the national treasury. 

143. Other forms of fiscal incentives offered in some developing • mntries 

include reductions in, or even exoneration from, m ori.e ¡r profit taxes and 

taxes on imports of equipment or raw materials used by new industries.. fhe 

time period involved is usually limited ti four jr five years,, but in one 

|        country the period of exoneration varied from none at all to eight years, 

i        depending upon the region involved.  it was stressed, however, that fissai 

incentives are not effective when the less developed region ! a-ks an adequate 

infrastructure. 

144. Financial aid, in one form or another, is also used as an incentive. 

Many developing countries have established industrial development bank:- to 

provide long-term loans to in.esters, and some of these banks have regional 

branches.  Development funds, which could provide finan-in*' equal t . V; ,r 

even 75 per cent of the cost of a project, have also been -reated for regional 

promotion.  In some countries joint pubi i—privad .'entures have been >rgaru/.ed, 

145»  Grants-in-aid are less acceptable than loans.  Generally, they are given 

to induce specialized workers to go to areas where their skills, are vitally 

needed.  Very often, entrepreneurs benefit fr^rn indirect grants, for example, 

the provision of land or facilities at a figure below the o< oiiomi : • ost. 

146.  Industrial estates have been organized in many developing countries, and 

experience indicates that they have often been successful.  A distinction was 

dravm, however, between industrial estates intended for large or medium-sized 

enterprises and those designed for small plants.  The former, which were some- 

times linked to larger industrial aggi orneraiions, are planned and organized by 

high-leve! agercies such as provincial government:;, and their financing comes 

from state or industrial bank..  The latter type of industria! estate is 

j        intended for smaller plants that could achieve greater efficiency by looating 

• 
within an   industrial   estate. 

Mechanisms   for   co-ordination 

147.     uiven   the   differences  between national   and regional   authorities   in  the 

problems   fa--ed   and  their viewpoints  on   them,   it   is  essential   to     o-ordinate 

their  policies   and  programmes.      The most   important  need   is   for an exchange 

of  information  between national   and  regional   administrative agencie::.     To   this- 
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end,   it   is  necessary to provide a mechanism through which the viewpoints of 

the  regional   authorities and  the national   planners could be made known to each 

other. 

14%     Prom  th^  discussion   it   became clear that  most  developing c »untries are 

implementing their development   policies  within  the   framework  of a national 

plan.     Discussion  of the national   plan by   regional   and  local  agencies  makes 

possible  an   understanding of  the rolen  of  the   regions   in  the national   effort, 

and   they  are  more   likely  to  conform to a  programme   that  they have had  a voice 

in  establishing. 

14').     Hinco  both  public  and  private  industrial   sectors  exist   in  most   developing 

countries,   -o-ordinat ion  of  programmes becomes   very   important.     The  consensus 

emerged   that   the    : .»-ordination   problem   is  more  easily  solved  within  the  public 

sec-tor,   where   it   is   largely  a  matter of administratis.      it   is   necessary only 

to  establish  a  smooth me-hanism  by  whi<-h  general   directives  can  be  transmitted 

from  higher   ? -.   :   wnr t,yn  <, * L {lf,  -^„^   ]<n-.       ' ,-ord ir.-jt ion  within   the  public 

sector   is  more  c .mp! i-ate-1   m    -"intries  with  a   federal   form of government,   but 

it   is   induced   by   the  fat   that   infrastructure   investments  must  be  firanced,   at 

least   partially,   by   the   federal   government. 

1^0.     In  the   privóte  se-tor,    ml ¿striai   expansion   is   often  promoted  through 

development    -entro:'    >r   'orporations   that   have   regional   or sectoral  branches; 

these organisations  become   the   instruments  of  co-ordination between public 

and  private   programmes.      )o-ordinati,n  is  also achieved   in many   countries by 

requiring   industrial   entrepreneurs  to secure  government   licenses   before starting 

operations.     Authorization of new enterprises   depends   upon  their conformity  to 

national   and   regional   plans.      Co-ordination   is   further ensured  by   the  fact  that 

entrepreneurs  need  building licences,  and  sometimes   financial   aid,   from govern- 

mental   authorities. 

l';l. It was generally agreed that regional budgets can be very useful as a 

co-ordination device. Hueh budgets are either independently established by 

regional   authorities,   for  their own areas   or established by  national   governments 

through  division  of national   budgets along  regional   Unes.      "hese  procedures 

are  very   important   in  ascertaining  the   trie  state  of   regional   a- tivities  and 

in  providing a  more-informed  basis   fir  regional   action.     Dividing  the  national 

budget   -among   the   regions   als,   permits  an   evaluation,   within   the   regional   frame- 

work,   of   the   internal      insistency    -f  the   budget,   for  example,   the   relationship 

between   proponed  expenditures   for new schools  and  those  for new  housing in a 



region.     A  disadvantage  of  regional licit i m   >f   *c.e   nati-na!   haU'et    is   that    it 

tends   to   limit   flexibility  ani   to   be-ime an   ms t rar-ent   f>r   M[,:'(>rvat icm   rather 

than  of progrese. 

152. Experience   in many  developing countries   scorn.-   ti   ¡nil  ate   that,   despite 

all   effort;;  at   oo-ordinat ion   of   ¡.aU •na:    ci   i-.j^i   s.i   id aniur...',   wh.-n   Hi--   two 

conflict,   the national   plan taken   precíenle.      "hur,   m Pakistan,   national 

planning   includes   the  objetiven   -if maximum national   gmwth ani   nri ¡nal    i.-vel- 

opment  but,   when   existing  r>-.: j _;r ••*••   aia.  1, ,1   . •, î' î " 1 •   i"!,'   ». 1   I'.li'i!    t   o. h   ,'.,^1;: 

the  pressure   i::   inevitably   in  favour of natnna!    gr iwth.     Li,   Pakistan's    i'hird 

Five-Year Pian,   for  instance,   in   the  interest   of   :>romuting nat 1 >nal   growth, 

preference  had  been  given  to  the   modernization   of   existing industrial   fa'-ilitiei 

rather than   to   the building of new plant::,     sors-e   the existing  plant.-   are   in 

the more developed centre;;,   a result  of the  policy   ha.;  been t>   further  regional 

concentration. 

153. The   Director of  the  Geminar described   Japano*a   regional   poli-y,   which   i:; 

designed   to   stimulate   the  development  of "city-regi  ns".     ."he  >•• 1 «¡merits   of   the 

policy   include  the establishment   of new industrial   ai d eommcr-ial   -entres,  near 

the   large metropolitan agglomerations,   the creation  of e-orioni 10  activity   in 

less  developed  regions   in order   to  deter migrât ion   towards  the  '-entres,   the 

creation of  industrial   employment   opportunities   in   rural   areas   in  order  to 

lessen migration  from   them and  the  redevelopment   of  the great  central   cities 

through  the  strengthening of their economic  foundations and the   improvement 

of their physical  and social  environments. 
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«COtflNO STATEMENTS J'Y  HKl'HESENTATlVEn OK TflE 
Hi ST ••; • VERNMKNT 

Statement      *   V.r.   ', '    '•''•••• i    '»«'i   'tj                n:i ll. 
of the ••:•• »i.-'i :     i  M. ;,¡ •! ''!•:•        *      ' hc     l<VC . •   h„.;:ni 
SSH  and  ••hai muir.    >t   * h ..."<-»'-*-'   1  ,-ihr.ìì,,:    ' «ni' tec 

Allow me,    n    M,.-   :   e-.-       •    ' h<-    ;   verum....'       ;    >?,.•   hye ¡ o,,....., ,1:   ^viet 

Socialist   Republic,    ir.d   Port5...,„•»; :>   t     w01 = - »mo   -, ¡ ;   ¡.art i   M ant c  IM   tht ! r» er- 
reg! una Ì   :U-"unar    n   !:• i.<st ri i.    '.     ,*i   ¡,  an j 

The  seminar  is   .-ondu.-tod   by   the   'tu ted  Nations:   Industria!   Duvelot*io»,t 

Orgarnzatiui!   jointly   with   the   .Jovemment    .!   the   ¡<y.«p.rusr co,  SSH,   arid   wc  are 

all   very much   interested   ir,   the  su, -esn .,f   ltl;   wrk   and  ready   t.,  promote   it 

in   every way   possitle.      It   is  e^i..!!;,   pleasant   *...   ,»;   thai   the  i;cii:1!i;ir   lu 

taking place   m  the ¿ear   m whi   h we   are  prepari r.g  f -r  the   fitiirth   -.miver- 

sary  of  the   forming .-t   the   !tyelon.s:u:m l^viK   Socialist   HrpUn-,   the   .•m.l.inn 

of  which,   or:   the  first    ,f  January   l<ia  inaine   possible  as   a  result   of   the 

victory   of  th.-    ¡rest   . H-1 (,t er Social ist   Revolution. 

The  àuverntnent   ..f  the   Republic   deeply   appreciates   the   importance   of   the 

complex  oí  problems  aa-nated with   the  location  oí   industrial   enterprise« and 

regional   deve!   ^r.t   and   the  sP.olai   imp..rtati.-e   ci   th-se  pr< liems   ,-     •,!!,:,,xU,II 

with   the  implementation  ,,i   ,   p. ,n:}      î   long-Urti;   ¡..mai,,-  f. r e ..,,„,, i ••   develop- 

ment.     Special   signifi-ance   ir   attached  to   the   scientific  approach   to   these 

problems,   both   for countries  that have only   recently  begun   their independent 

development  and  for  those   thai   have  already  chosen   the   paths  of devi „,«,e„t 

and  location   of   the  national   economy. 

Regardless of the  size of   the  population o." any country,   regardless  of 

its geographical  situation,   of  its economic  conditions  and possibilities;,   the 

regional   planning of  industrial   development  and  objectives of location   of 

industrial  enterprises are  in all   cases exceptionally   important  questions,   to 

which its government  should give serious consideration. 

At  all   stages of  its   development,   problems   associated with the  location 

of   industriai   enterprises  and  regional  development  have  arisen and  been  suc- 

cessfully solved in  our  Republic.     In an unprece-ientedly short  historical 

period,   twice  having  to  repulse   invasion by aggressors,   Byelorussia,   in  close 

co-operation with all of the  fraternal  peoples of the Soviet Union,  has made 
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great progress in the development of the economy and culture and in raising 

the   living ctandardn  of the  people.     It   n;  for this  reason that we are   espe- 

cially  aware  "f   the   value     !   pea< e. and  are   constan t I y   struggling against   those 

!  T'-ff:  which,   utii'irtunatc ; v,   hive   recoure«'   te  aggression   in   different   regions 

••!    the  world    it   the   present   ti'\e.     Vie   shall   be   happy   if  this   seminar  should 

t..so   prove  ,4;-efu!   for  st r> -i.< t hern ng mutual   understanding and   friendly   relations 

in   the   interest:-     f   peace   and   progress. 

In  the  past   fifty years   the   Byelorussian SSR  has Leen  transformed   from 

a   backward agrarian  outpost  of tsarist  Russia  into  a highly   industrialized 

socialist   republic with  a   volume  of production eighty times  higher than  at 

its   foundation.     It   has  also acquired rich experience in the  construction of 

a  socialist  economy,   and   in  particular in working out and solving problems 

of development   and location of industry  in conditions of planned management 

of  the  economy. 

This  wis made  possible   by  the socialist   system and the   indefatigable 

efforts made   ty  the  Government  of ityelorussia to   solve vital   problems  of 

location of industrial   forces  and regional   development.    This  attention   is 

manifested  in  the regular hearing,  discussion and,   in accordance with 

recommendations of scientific  and planning organizations,   the  taking of 

concrete  decisions by  the   Government  on all   questions associated with  the 

location of separate  enterprises,   the creation of industrial   complexes  and 

the  proportional  development  of individual   regions  and of the  Republic   as 

a whole. 

Success  in  the  development  of the national  economy and scientific  and 

technical   progress  in all   branches of the national  economy of  Byelorussia 

are  constantly  accompanied  by improvements  in methods of planning and  direc- 

tion at all   levels.     Economic reforms are being successfully carried out   in 

industry and in other branches of the economy  for the purpose  of increasing 

productivity.      In the   field of  long-term planning new scientific approaches 

are  used,   for example,  drawing up preliminary  and general  schemes for the 

development and location of the  productive  forces  of the country over long 

periods,   for example,   for  the period 1971-19ÜO. 

Much work  is being done  in the  Republic  on   the practical   application of 

mathematical methods  and of electronic  computer techniques  for long-term 

planning.     In particular,   in the Scientific  Research Institute of Economics 

and Economic-Mathematical Methods of Planning,  in which we are assembled, 
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work is "being carried on successfully on the  construction of economic- 

mathematical models  of the  development  and  location of various  branches of 

our industry,   on  the  creation of effective mathematical  methods  and on  the 

wider use  of high-speed electronic  computers. 

Results obtained with   these   new methods will  help  to  solve   futuro prob- 

lems of long-term  planning of development  and  location  at  a modern   scientific 

and technical   level. 

It  was certainly correct  to  discuss  scientifically  the  location of 

industrial   enterprises and regional  development,   to  organize  the  exchange 

of experience and to  study  the  practice  of other countries  in   this   field. 

The experience  of the   Byelorussian SSR and other socialist, countries,  which 

have  solved these   problems,   should be  extremely  useful   to  participants  in 

this  seminar and  to  all   countries  aiming at   the develo: mont  of   their national 

economies  in the   interests of the welfare  of  their peoples. 

In addition  to  the  sessions  of the  seminar,   in your visits  to   industrial 

enterprises you will  become acquainted with  our people  and their traditional 

Byelorussian hospitality,  visit  places of interest and monuments  of our 

Republic. 
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Statement of Mr.   I.   I.   I.evko. 
Chairman of the Minsk City Council 

In the name of the Minsk City Council  of Workers'   Deputies,  permit me 

to welcome you to  our ancient  and yet young city. 

We  are very happy that  thin seminar is being conducted in the capital  of 

the  Byelorussian Soviet  Socialist  Republic,   the  town of Minsk.     We   shj.ll be 

still  more happy  if your stay   in our city  proves  to  be  buth pleasant  and use- 

ful.     We  should  like   to  give you an opportunity to  become acquainted with our 

city,   its  places  of interest  and its hospitable  people. 

In   iy67  the  inhabitants  of Minsk,   like  those of   the whole country,  cele- 

brated a  famous date -  the nine hundredth anniversary of the  foundation of 

our city.     In its  long history  this city has  been destroyed more  than once, 

but it  has always  remained  the centre of  Byelorussian culture. 

The victory of   the  Great  October Socialist  Revolution,  which  brought 

freedom and independence  to  the   Byelorussian people,  wrote an entirely new 

page in  the development  of the  economy and culture of the  town of Minsk.     It 

has since  become  one  of   the  largest  economic  and cultural  centres  of the 

country. 

As  has already   been  said,   Minsk  is  both ancient  and young;   the  present 

city was  built only  24 years ago.     During  the years of the Second World War 

the city  was completely  destroyed by  the   Fascist  invaders.     Industrial  enter- 

prises,   cultural  establishments, medical   facilities,   town transport  and dwell- 

ing houses alL  had  to   be  created  from the   beginning in  the  postwar  period. 

The total   loss  to   the  city was  60(1 million  rubles. 

In the difficult  condition , of the podtwar years,  often at  the price of 

a conscious  limitation of other requirements,   the  inhabitants of our city, 

like those of the  entire country, made great efforts  to  restore and develop 

it. 

It  is not surprising that  the people  of Minsk  love their city with a 

special  love and at  the present  time actively participate  in the  work of the 

Minsk City Council. 

In these past   24 years Minsk has not  only restored industry and urban 

economy,  but has also  greatly exceeded many of the indexes that  characterize 

its state of development.     Its population now exceeds 800,000,  which is triple 

the prewar figure.    The volume of industrial production of the town has 
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increased by more  than  26 times in   this period.    The  a true ture  of industry 

has changed,   and the machine construction and metalworking industries  have 

become  predominant.     Light industry  and the  food industries  have  boon  widely 

developed.     Goods  for which there  is  a high demand,   locally   and  elsewhere    are 

produced here.    Tractors,   automobiles, motorcycles,  metal working machi nos, 

television  sets,   radio   receivers,   watches  and many other items  are exported 

to more   than  DO countries of the world. 

Minsk  has a well-developed  building  industry.     Of the   1^,000  to   H>,000 

flats built   in recent years,   about   9,000 were  built by municipal   dwelLing- 

house building agencies   by  industrialized methods,  using a  high  proportion 

of prefabricated elements.    Culture  and science  have   been  widely  developed, 

as have  public health  and social maintenance.     The living standard of   the 

people  has   risen considerably. 

Minsk   is a city of young people.    Every day 123  schools  of general   educa- 

tion are   filled with   1°0,000 children.     In  thirteen higher  educational   insti- 

tutions  7<'\000  people  are  studying;   in secondary  specialized   educational 

institutions   there  are  more than  30,000.     Twelve thousand   scientists,   the great 

majority  of  whom  are  talented  young   people,   work   in   the Academy  of He i enees 

and our  other  scientific  establishments. 

About  %000 doctors and 9,000  specialized personnel  with secondary medi- 

cal  education work  in  the Minsk   public htalth service. 

Minsk  has  five  theatres,   a circus,   a philharmonic  orchestra,   M,  Tal aces 

of Culture  and clubs,   ?? cinemas,  H museums,   iHo circulatory   libraries,   and 

a number of other cultural  establishments. 

Minsk  is  developing in conformity with  an  approved general   ¡dan   for  the 

rational   location  of production,   the  use  of natural   and  labour  resource.;   to 

maintain   the  grow'h of  the rational   income  and   to  improve   the  people's  welfare. 

The conditions of our socialist  planned  economy  make   it  po.-siblo   to   limit   the 

spontaneous  growth  of large towns,   which   naturally also promote;;  amore   ratio- 

nal   location  or  industry  and   regional   development.     We  hope   that   the   partici- 

pants   in  this  seminar  will   be  able   to  make  une   of our  experience. 

Honoured guests,   please  accept   our sincere  good wisher,   for success  in  the 

work of the   seminar.     May the  knowledge arid experience which you will   have  the 

opportunity   to gain here  serve   in your work and aid in  the   progress of your 

countries and strengthen peace  in  the whole world. 
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Annex  4 

STATEMENT  OF MR.   I.   H.   ABDE1-RAHMAN. 
EXECUTIVE  DIRECTOR OF UNIDO 

The   work  of the  United Nations   in the   economic   field  in recent years has 

been directed more   and more  to   the  problem;; ol' industrial   development    m  the 

developing countries  and  to  the  method:;  for achieving  such   development   as a 

means of   raising living standards and income  levels.      Indeed,   the   .evitimi of 

the  united IJations   Industrial   Development   Organisation   (WL'lDo),   wlu.'h   began 

its  operations   on  ]   January 19Ó7,   shows  the   importante  of   the l'ü   efforts iti 

this direction.     UNIDO carries   out  its functions  essential l,y mi   the  fasts of 

meeting   the urgent   needs  of the   developing countries   in accelerating  their 

industrial   development through   promotional   and operational   activities,   supported 

by research. 

The   importance   of keeping  in mind market areas  beyond  national   borders 

and of providing for such  areas   through regional   agreements  when   new  indus,tries 

are  being considered and  located or as existing  industries  are expanded are 

key   factors in  their prospects   for viable   growth  and  development.     The   present 

meeting of experts   is concerned with   these   problems.     UNIDO,   as well   as   its 

predecessor Agency,   the Centre   for  Industrial  Development,   has. been devoting 

much effort to   the   problems of   regional  planning of  industrialisation  of 

developing countries,  and  its  work   is   focused on   rendering   praet, i .-al   opera- 

tional assistance  in  this  area.     At   the request   of governments,   loeational 

and regional   aspects  of industrial  projects  are   evaluated,   and experts   are 

chosen  for assignments and sent   to   the  field.     Success,   in   the area of  indus- 

trial location  and  regional   developmer t primarily depends  on an   understanding 

of the basic  requirements  of economic   industrialization,  but   important   also 

is   the elaboration  of ways  and  means   of applying the modern  achievements of 

science   in this  field to   the  needs oí' countries   in which  industrial   develop- 

ment  is   being initiated and expanded. 

On   the whole,   economists   and planners,   have,   in  recent   years,   paid   too 

little attention to   the role of     ndustry   location or   industry space  m   the 

development of  the   industrial   sector  of the  national   economy.    The   factor of 

location   and space,   however,  has  become more and more   cruciai   as   a requisite 

for successful   plant   operation.      In   the near future,   no developing or developed 

country will  be able  to afford  to disregard  this  problem. 

i 
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Tne  importance of the regional aspects of planning,  both in developing 

countries  and within  their regional and subregional economic  groupings,   was 

stressed in  the  recommendations  of the   International Symposium on   Industrial 

Development  (Athens,   November - December I967).    Similarly,   the need for 

improving the  existing practices  of location  of industry in developing coun- 

tries was   recognized by the  Industrial   Development  Board in  its meeting,   in 

Vienna (17 April  to 14 May I968),   and UNIDO's efforts in this  direction have 

been  favourably  commented on by its members. 

This   seminar provides  the opportunity  to  bring together  responsible  rep- 

resentatives  from a number  of developing countries  and  a group of  outstanding 

experts on   the  problems concerned,   to  examine   further the appropriateness  of 

present  location  techniques  and  to discuss and exchange   viewr   on still   other 

approaches.     I   am of the opinion  that   the down-to-earth   discussions   of this 

seminar will   be  aimed   at developing practical  methods which will  meet   the  needs 

of the developing countries  and contribute  importantly  to the   technical   field. 

It   is  our  hope  that the serious work you have  already  put   into the   preparation 

of the many  important   papers which  form the  basis  for your deliberations  at 

this  seminar will  lay  the foundation  for an  organized body of knowledge  that 

will   be applicable in  the developing countries  in the form of systematic  pro- 

cedures,   criteria and methodology   in the location of industry  and regional 

development. 

May  I   take  this  opportunity,   also,  to express my sincere  thanks  to  the 

Government  of the  Byelorussian Soviet  Socialist Republic  fo • its graciousness 

in being ho;;t   for this meeting and for its provision of  the necessary  facili- 

ties  for  this  gathering. 

I would like to extend my best wishes to all participants for a success- 

ful meeting. 
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Annex ^ 

STATEMENTS OF MR.   E. WEISSMANN.  DIRECTOR OF THE SBMINAR 
(Senior Adviser or Regional Development,   United NatioriB, New York) 

Opening statement 

We have   become  so  preoccupied with   the neod  1'^r economic growth  that   * ho 

actual  purpose of development   is often forgotten;   in our Btrullo   to creato 

new capacities we can  lose sight of  the wider meaning of develo]*rient ,  which   is 

the creation  of new qualities  of life.    Recently,  however,   the p.rely  f-c r,.»nuo 

approach to  development   has begun to  change.     Improvement    >i   the   n-unat,  <•  ndi~ 

tion is  now more generally accepted as a  prerequisite   foi-  balan-od and  outTt- 

ciently rapid economic  growth. 

Industrialization  is sometimes  called the  engine  of development..     Wight!-., 

therefore,   the developing countries   look   to  it   as   the  principi,   m»-am-   of main 

taining an adequate  pace of  economic,  social  and cultural   progress.     itiu>rú, 

industrialization offers the  key element   in their struggle   to < lone  the   1 tru- 

and rapidly  widening gap between the growth rates of  their  populations  and 

their economies. 

The truly fantastic  growth of world population  in  recent   decade;-,   i;. mainly 

due to measures of education,   public health and  sanitation motivated  1;»   numani- 

tari an considerations.     These  measures are  evidently  succeeding   ir,  raving and 

maintaining the  lives of the   newborn.    The current world   trend   towards   arlan- 

ization  is thus a direct,   consequence  of the steadily   increasing pressuT  ..r. 

agricultural   land   that   could  offer but n,ere subsistence  to  earlier general i< •• ::. 

However,   the   great   agglomerations of population   in major cities   and metropoli- 

tan belts of many  developing and developed countries  alike   result  mainly   from 

the  still  prevailing tradition  of locating new  economic and other essential 

investments  with short-term  benefits   in view,  considering them project   by- 

project,   rather than considering the  long-range   berief it-cost  ratios of  broader 

sectoral,  regional  or national  development plane 

Such essentially economic  considerations often  lead some countries   to 

excessive concentration  on the   requirements of  the world market   rather   than 

on their own  needs,   so much so  that  the urba .ization pattern  in  a  developing 

country may well  be a direct  result  of the  demand l'or certain primary  goods 

in the  industrialized countries.    Also,  when external   investment   is sought, 
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the already severe limitations imposed by the concept of economic efficiency 

are often mixed with political and ideological issues. This, then, restricts 

further the use of the world's accumulated technological, capital and human 

resources for the establishment of a viable economy in a tranquil world which, 

in turn, would enable the pre-industrial nations to use their own natural 

wealth and human capabilities more for their own benefit. 

As things stand now, the location of economic activities (and more partic- 

ularly the location of the most dynamic element of development - industrializa- 

tion) will continue to follow the path of least resistance, with consequent 

excessive concentration of activities and people in the already crowded cities, 

which are becoming less and less efficient as agents cf development and less 

and less desirable as places in which to live. 

It can be seen that, in the developing countries, traditions and commu- 

nities tend to disintegrate under the impact cf over-rapid urbanization.  In 

industriali-ed countries also, the services and facilities available fail tr 

meet the social and cultural needs of their communities or the requirements 

of continued economic growth. Although productivity in some affluent nations 

steadily increases and while their investments in social programmes continue 

to rise at even faster rates, the quality of life tends to deteriorate. The 

malfonaation and malfunctioning of cities then cause economic losses and pro- 

duce social tensions and sometimes neglect the "redundant" old and the "left- 

out" young. 

While the recognized purpose of development is social improvement, human 

progress is not an automatic consequence of economic growth. Tc obtain social 

improvement a country iuust allocate to social development a suitable share of 

the wealth produced, and it must plan for an appropriate distribution of its 

available social benefits.  In this context, a plan is both a model of an 

intended future situation with respect to economic and social activities, 

their location and linkages and the land structures, installations and land- 

scape that provide their physical environment, and a programme of action and 

predetermined co-ordination of legislative, fiscal and administrative measures 

required to achieve the transition from the present situation to that, presented 

in the model.  It should be noted that the essential feature of both parts of 

this definition is the intent to develop and to achieve development through 

change. 
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rv- As  the  concept  oí' development.   Í r adenc  and planning le'omee m  ¡v   - 

hensive,   the  questions  arise:     "At   what   level    -!' govonjiient     r   •'   *u ¡'   ,    , :. 

of planning can   the  eour.omi.:,   i'.^ia!   and  e:;viivni:.e' tal   m a i :.-.• '. re w„. !•••-,- 

opraent   te moot   sui tally   integra*ed?"  and  "A«   what    levo I.     •:   c vor;*.       ,     • i 

at  what   reale    >f   operata a,    'an   «he   IT.; 1 emen* v i   •       :    r.a'i   ..,,    ; , t: , 

nienti v   pro<-Tamno i   a.    ;   rv, ••*. !     .••••.•••..••    ".     !;*o*.     -•,.,.... 

namely,   planning  from   the  centre  ver.-..    b--oal   ¡ \:ii.i.i:.t*    n   ..•-..:    •• 

led to  a general   recognition    >f   the   re«-i   n as  a       ••.«•:.ie:.*   '.-.--.    •   ; •• ., 

stimulating and controlling,   in   the  cae-.tis'i-   .-e>..-.>     ;   < h.    *--!*•.     - •.-      r „*} 

of national   economies. 

The  various  geographic   regions  of a -vanti;,   may   v;<r,   kin,   »- . ; .        < 

economic  and human  resources,   productivity,   level.      :   ¡i-, ¡o .•     ,   ••....   ••...-; 

and social   infrastructure.     Once   these   regi-nai   di* ••-»•"•    .      .r.    »-.       - •   ,--i 

national   development  policy must   try   t.   striKe  a   ¡aim-»-   :e**. ..•    •*     ,»-..• 

positions:     (a)   to  equa lire,   as   s .-o, as  { >ssille,   4!e-    •   .editi   e.    i-     ...    ;î-. 

conceivally at   the  expense  •,:'  total   nati ir.al   oc   :. uni--   ,T «ti,       r  ••';      •      : ,,- 

areas  most   likely   to  giv-w  rapidly   and   t     use   the   iv,    -,r-*e-   M..s   i-»-ili   >ui   - 

bring about  progress everywhere  over  the  !.•:,,-•  term. 

Such  decisions must,   o!    erse,   te   guided   :y   'fie   ; ai   kn.w'edg"     ¡   'he 

available  alternatives  and of   their ^consequences   m  economic  aed hai-,an  «.-ms 

If  so   conceived,   regional   development   eouid help   t     glade,   n.   a   very      c  rot 

way and  in  accordance with i.ationa.   urbani, atiot.  ¡^irie:,   the   ¡ r • -e.u;<v    •!' 

industrialisation,   agri 'ui turai   reconstruct ion ar.d  impídeme:.'    -r  th.-   ¡,alit 

of our environnera   generally.      It   could also   facilitate   the gr wing need  fa- 

mobility,   economic,   social  and  geographic,   of   the  population.     Kirs'.   ••Ï all 

the  local   economies  .if uri an  agglomerations  in  a giver;  region could  be 

strengthened by making the  best   use  of external   economies  and  the  services 

and  facilities  already available.     See .ndly,   to  attract  migration   from  rural 

areas,   alternative  new  urban  centres  could be  created in  cor,junction with new 

production centres  by developing cervices  and utilities  on a pattern   that 

would benefit   from economy of scale and yet avoid congestion. 

Realizing that environmental  considerations are  often crucial   for  the 

effectiveness both of industrial   development  and the  efficiency  nf individual 

projects,  UNIDC has established regional   industrial   planning as  one of its 

main areas  of work.     In response  to an increasing interest  in this concept 

in developing countries,  work in this area was begun by UNIDO's  predecessor, 

the Centre  for Industrial Development,  in mid-1965.     Following recommendations 

j 
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l-y the united Nations Symposium on Industrial Project Formulation and Evaluation, 

held it, Tracie in ll'6S- (to the effect that locational considérations are 

indispensable for adequately evaluating both the commercial and the national 

; r íitalil i t.v <f industrial projects) the Centre began preparations for this 

nemlnar. 

In <-»ur discussions, we will focus on four main questions:  (a) the general 

criteria of the geographical distribution of industry in the regional context, 

(t) the specific factors determining industrial location and their influence 

on national and/or regional growth, (c) methods for programming the geograph- 

ical distribution of industry in line with a given policy on location and 

Id) policy instruments to promote the achievement of the objectives of indus- 

trial location policy and of the regional programmes that reflect these 

objectives. 

In order to facilitate the discussion, UNIDO has commissioned a series 

of papers by outstanding experts from all parts of the world. UNIDO has also 

invited a group of experts, many of whom have prepared sections of the back- 

ground material for the seminar, to help us in our discussions. Most important 

of all, of course, are the participants. Your countries have selected you to 

attend this seminar because you plan or administer industrial location and 

regional development and have a wealth of practical experience to contribute. 

As professionals representing many disciplines, we have a unique opportunity 

to make a significant contribution to further the theory and practice of 

development planning if we will keep in mind the technical nature of the 

discussion and avoid extraneous and argumentative discussions. 

We shall first examine the criteria of the geographical distribution of 

industry.  Next, •••<* shall turn to the specific factors of industrial location; 

the importance of transportation, of human resources, of interindustry linkages, 

of economies of scale and of economies of agglomeration.  Then, in connexion 

with the planning and programming of industrial location, we shall explore the 

planning techniques necessary for successfully carrying out a location programme 

in countries at various level« of economic and technological development, 

planning skills required by such a programme, the consistency between national 

1/ ID/Ser.H/l "Evaluation of Industrial Projects"f United Nations Publication. 
Sales No. E.67.II.B.23. 
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and regional location plans and the connexion between a plan expressed in terms 

of gross aggregates and the actual location of single projects. Finally, we 

shall explore the policy instruments that would be most appropriate, under vary- 

ing conditions, to achieve the desired location pattern. 

In the course of the discussion, we should be able to examine critically 

the leading issues of industrial location in the regional context.  Thus  the 

proposition that nations should seek balanced development among and within 

their regions could be examined to ascertain whether, in fact, such a policy 

has resulted m locating industries correctly from the standpoint of economic 

efficiency; that is, whether the comparative advantages of particular regions 

have been ignored and the opportunities for future growth of the nation's 

economy not maximized.  Similarly, the questi ns of dispersion versus concen- 

tration of industrial activity and of smaller-town versus met ropo 11 tan-centred 

location can be judged in terms of comparison of the economies or  jpatiai 

juxtaposition and the diseconomies of industrial agglomeration. 

A seminar is not a resolution-passing meeting, and we can air our differ- 

ences of opinion openly without fear of committing -uir Governments. The aim 

of this seminar, as of all UNIDO's work, is to enhance the developing countries 

own abilities to deal with problems of regional industrial development and 

planning, and to guide UNIDO»s further work in this area with a view t..-. deter- 

mining what types of assistance it may be asked to provide.  No seminar can 

possibly give a complete blueprint of the actions that countries or interna- 

tional organizations should take.  However, from an exchange of views and 

consideration of the issues, we shall all have a clearer picture of the prob- 

lems of geographical distribution of economic activities consistent with 

national goals of economic growth and the furtherance of human welfare, taking 

at the same time full advantage of the opportunities that world trade offers. 

In conclusion, may I, Mi. Chairman, take this opportunity, H. behalf of 

the Executive Director of UNIDO and, indeed, on behalf of the entire family 

of United Nations organizations, to thank the authorities of th<; host country 

for the generous offer to noxd this seminar here and for the great care and 

gracious and abundant hospitality they have programmed for us. 
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Closing statement of Mr.  Weissmann 

The report of our seminar is highly  relevant  to the problems of develop- 

ment when industrialization  serves as a tool  for promoting growth in the various 

regions  of a country.     Our method of exchanging experiences  in this  seminar was 

to  single  out vital   issues  and discuss   them  in the  light  of policies,   plans 

and programmes  that we  know  have worked or failed.     We have considered with 

particular care   the crucial   problems of underdevelopment.     We have  come   from 

all  corners  of the world.     Our backgrounds differ.    Technology  and development 

in our countries   range   from   the pre-industrial   stage  to  full-blown affluence. 

Even more pertinently,   different  ideologies,   social  values and cultures moti- 

vate   the  development  processes of our countries.     Our conclusions  and  recommen- 

dations  to  entities and  persons concerned were  drafted against   the  background 

of the  wide  range  of conditions,  experiences and scientific  research  repre- 

sented here.     They include  suggestions  to UNIDO and to other parts  of  the 

United Nations  family of organizations which could enhance the  effectiveness 

of the assistance they  render to Member States,  singly or jointly. 

As we  discussed the  issues and considered our conclusions,  one  could 

observe a  fruitful  interplay and four productive confrontations  of concept, 

approach and method.    These  confrontations were useful  to all  participants 

and the  countries and agencies they represented,  because all of them partici- 

pated  in this  frank interchange and communicated without  reserve. 

The  first confrontation was between those who  sought  scientific  objec- 

tivity in development planning and those who,  as planners and administrators, 

faced political   reality.     One approach assumes economics  to be  an exact 

science  like  those  subject  to  immutable  laws of nature that man seeks  to 

understand and harness but  cannot change;   the  other recognizes  that  in human 

affairs  there  is a need for flexibility in concept and approach,   for deep 

understanding of the changing nature of our society and,   indeed,   for direct 

involvement  of the citizen  in the continually changing mature of human 

relations. 

In the second confrontation the-scientific approach faced the practical 

one.    The scientific attitude was taken by researchers who persisted in finding, 

through massive processing of data,  supposedly correct solutions  to  the eco- 

nomic  problems inherent  in the behaviour of the wealth man produces,   often 

neglecting the basically human behaviour of humans who produce  it.     Development 

practitioners and administrators must,  however,   plan and make decisions in 

many instances on the  strength of data that  are  inadequate both in comprehen- 

siveness and quality. 
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The third confrontation involved attitudes and values concerning devol.ip- 

ment. One group se - the present conditions of underdevelopment and fhe >, ^rld 

economic and trade patterns as they emerged from colonial relation- • .• •,, >0 

of a rather secular nature.  Otherr maintained that the current re-.o^i u. m 

science and technology, in agriculture and industry, in health and n .-di. \at.ion 

should not be looked upon as a cause of social and ocot,onio pro Hems« . n Mo 

contrary, the current social changes and the rapidly multiplying p--»e¡:i ,[ 

for economic growth were bringing solutions to the economi.- und :-..>.-n! ¡r»h- 

leras of both the highly industrialized and the ui.derdeve ! u( od com.iries. 

The fourth confrontation of approaches concerned the most appropriale 

mix of economic efficiency and social benefit in development planning. Mont 

participants stood by economic efficiency, a relatively simple e >• "e; t that 

while readily amenable to the use of mathematics and the computer, is of ' un- 

ited usefulness in guiding the use of the productivity of a r,lU:,try.  <UL<r 

participants began to conceive of new planning tools that would t-. <-li.i economic 

and social criteria for investment, thus adjusting productivity to human 

progress. 

Case after case illustrated the short-comings of development policies 

that rely on the short-term economic efficiency oí' projects thai are produc- 

tive in terms of gross national product.  It was evident that such polir-ins 

tend to create dangerous and chronic imbalances between industry and agri- 

culture and often caused internal inconsistencies in the structure and pace 

of industrialization itself.  Most importantly, however, this approach gener- 

ally fails to develop sufficient internal markets for the very industries it 

promoted.  While a relatively small segment of a country may derive direct or 

indirect benefit from such supposedly productive projects, by far the larger 

part of the country may be untouched by it. 

The more common among these inconsistencies and imbalances are: 

(a) The critical lag (in the developing countries) between the rate of 
economic growth and employment and the rate of population growth; 

(b) The unavoidably slow pace of investment in social programmes (in 
the developing countries) as compared with investments in their 
economic programmes ; 

(c) The growing gap between the rapid increase in unemployment or 
redundancy and the agonizingly slow rate at which industry can 
offer new employment; and 

(d) The rapid deterioration of the quality of life in most metropolitan 
agglomerations while economic productivity and social investment 
rise at unprecedented rates. 
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It could be contended that overemphasis on technical and economic 

efficiency in development leads  to  technocracy at the expense of real  social 

benefit,  that undue stress or.  administration of development tends to  foster 

bureaucracy  damaging not  only  to   technical and economic  efficiency but  also 

to social  benefit.    A  suitable accommodation,   however,  among the  requirements 

of technical,   economic  and -idininistrative efficiency,  combined with  ready 

access  and rising quality of  service,  would undoubtedly tend to   strengthen 

the participation  of citizens  and  their identification with community,   region 

and country   first,   as  plans  are  being formulated and then  as they are   imple- 

mented.     As  a result,   the present  disparities   in the  levels of income  between 

industry and agriculture,   between  urban and rurdl   life and between decent 

neighbourhood and  slum  could begin   to  fade away,  at   least   by degrees. 

For the  sake  of economic   efficiency all  kinds  of restrictions and vio- 

lations of human dignity are   still  accepted.     This attitude may have   ueen 

valid in an  era of scarcity when  social  development  had to be limited to 

what   furthered the economic  goals  of society,   but the dilemma now facing 

the affluent  countries  is whether to define  the  levels of living they  desire 

as a society,  as well  as  the  contribution they are willing to make  towards 

creating a viable  economy or  to continue  to arm and police  the world.     In 

fact,   negotiating the necessary  shift in attitudes  and values concerning 

development  away   from exclusively economic criteria might  well  become  the 

major issue   faced by society   in  the  remaining years  of the  twentieth century. 

There  are limits not only to   the  ability  of the  rich countries  to divert 

resources  from their present  uses  but also to  the capacity of the developing 

countries to absorb such resources  effectively  from  both the socio-economic 

and the political  viewpoints.     But  how will  it  be possible  ever to discover 

these  limits unless we move  from  speculation in conference  to a real   test? 

Before   I conclude,  Mr.  Chairman, may I  express,   on behalf of the Executive 

Director oí' UNIDO,  his  sincere  thanks to you,   and through you to  our host  coun- 

try,   the host   institute  and to  all   those who have so  thoroughly organized this 

seminar and prepared themselves  to  present  to  us the  remarkable  story of the 

Byelorussian SSR and many other Republics of the Soviet Union in realizing 

their economic and social aspirations,  using industrial   productivity  as a 

major instrument  of growth.     Your factories and fields,  your cities  and 

people  and the social  progress  that  accompanies your economic development 

are singularly impressive.    Our work has been greatly facilitated by  sharing 

with you your remarkable experience. 
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I would also like to thank the experts and staffs oV  your country and 

of UNIDO for their devoted service, going far beyond the calx of duty. Our 

special thanks should go to the interpreters who kept our communications 

alive and smooth.  And to the Byelorussian people, our gratitude for their 

warm hearts and proverbial hospitality.  Finally, to you my fel Low partici- 

pants and experts, to you my friends, my very personal thanks for a unique 

experience that I had the great privilege to share with you. 

É 
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Experience with the multidisciplinar^ approach to the solution of problems 

of industrial location deserves attention. With this approach all sectors and 

aspects of industry could be bound more closely, and national and regional 

interer.tr could be combined more effectively.  Spatial models, as was correctly 

pointed out by the experts, are most effectively applied to planned economies. 

Every participant will take with him many interesting reporte which will 

help to continue the study of problems of location. We are convinced that these 

reports, as well as the whole seminar, will help participants, and through them 

other planning specialists, in their practical work. 

I should alno like to express the feeling that the comprehensive documen- 

tation submitted by UNIDO and the host country is a real source of knowledge 

in the field of industrial location.  Bearing this in mind, I strongly support 

the suggestion of some of the participants that the material of this seminar 

be published. 

In assessing the results of the seminar one should pay tribute to its 

distinguished Director, Mr. E. Weissmann, who revealed a profound knowledge of 

the problems under discussion. 

I cannot but highly appreciate the extensive and hard work of the secre- 

tariat, headed by Mr. A. Kuprianov.  It is to be regretted that they frequently 

could not enjoy certain items of the out-of-work programme, as preparation of 

documents for the following cession was necessary. 

I regard it as my duty to point out the mutual understanding and co- 

operation that existed among the p ticipants and experts and between the 

participants and the officers of th. seminar.  This was of great importance 

to the success of our work, and I believe that the personal contacts established 

here will be useful in the future. 

I concur with the opinion expressed by participants concerning the great 

contribution made by IINIDO to the organization and work of the seminar.  I 

also wish to say, once again, what I have already expressed as regards the 

appropriateness of including individual aspects of the industrial location 

problem in the prospective programme of work of ITNIDO. 

I confess that I regret that we must part, but we all know that it is 

inevitable.  I hope that you, like myself, will retain the most pleasant 

impression of our collective work. 

Pon voyage, good health, success in your work and happiness in your 

personal lives. 
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